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Without rehearsing them all, many reasons are given 
for this state of affairs, including concerns over poor 
implementation of the Act, a lack of Central Government 
direction and Local Government resourcing, and even 
“agency capture” (Environmental Defence Society 
Evaluating the Environmental Outcomes of the RMA (June 
2016) at 56–58). Less clear is the degree of consensus 
over whether the problem with the RMA is one of inherent 
design and, as such, whether it is time to ‘start again’. Many 
argue that the fundamentals of the Act should remain, with 
the focus of any future reform on where the RMA is failing 
in practice. Much of the reform we have experienced over 
the past two decades is said to have been politically driven, 
without robust empirical assessment of the need for the 
series of amendments made to the RMA over that time 
(Environmental Defence Society (EDS) report at 20 and 57, 
Simon Berry, Helen Andrews and Jen Vella “Addressing 
the Shortcomings of the RMA and RMA Processes – Where 
to from here?” (August 2017) Resource Management 
Journal 9).

The RMLA conference theme this year — “Transform 
or Reform” — embraces that issue, as did comments 
made by the Panel that delivered the Founders Debate 
at the 2017 conference in Auckland. In that context, the 
purpose of this article is to steer the conversation towards 
the generation of ideas that might form the basis for at 
least some substantive reform of the RMA, considering 
the place and role of this legislation within the resource 
management system more generally. This paper comprises 
a broad overview of humbly made suggestions, which 
the author considers as lying closer on the spectrum to 
“reform” than to “transform”. The core principles and 
fundamental approach of the RMA would be retained but 
with a combination of structural and less significant surgery, 

applying the learnings of the vast experience represented 
in previous works on this issue — that of the Founders and 
some of my own. 

As a caveat from the outset, I should note that an inherent 
difficulty facing anyone mounting a case for significant 
reform stems from another key criticism levelled at the 
RMA — a lack of monitoring and objective evaluation of 
what the RMA has actually achieved or, conversely, has 
failed to achieve. Beyond that, we do not have a ‘control’ 
New Zealand available to compare the overall performance 
of the RMA against, be it the environmental and economic 
conditions that we would currently enjoy under some 
different regime, or the legislative framework that the 
RMA has replaced. Because of the “dearth of empirical 
analysis” of the outcomes of the Act for the environment 
(EDS Report, at 20) resort is necessarily had to perceptions 
of stakeholders within our current resource management 
system. I have focussed attention on aspects of the RMA 
that are seen to be creating problems for the environment 
and economy, through my own summation of the outcomes 
of the extensive reviews and research recorded regarding 
such perceptions in the reports referred to in this paper.

Calls for reform of our resource management system are both long-standing and widespread. 
They derive from concern that, despite 22 amendments over the now 26 years since the Resource 
Management Act (RMA) was enacted, it has not ‘delivered’ in terms of its intended environmental 
outcomes, while others decry the impact of the legislation on economic wellbeing. In addition, 
and because of serial reform, it is said that the RMA is no longer integrated or coherent. 
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A STARTING POINT — STABILITY AND 
RESILIENCE

Readers may recall that the focus of the 2014 Resource 
Management Law Association (RMLA) conference in 
Dunedin — ‘Through the Looking Glass’ — was on resource 
management system design. In her keynote address Towards 
Environmental Constitutionalism: A Different Vision of the 
Resource Management Act 1991?, Professor Elizabeth 
Fisher stressed the “hot” nature of environmental problems 
involving, as they can, many parties and interests, as well as 
a significant degree of controversy. She then explained how 
“hot” environmental problems lead to “hot” environmental 
law, characterised by serial reform and quick fixes. To 
restrain this tendency, a form of environmental constitution 
in the sense of being a “stable frame” is required. Professor 
Fisher suggested we can think of Parts 2 and 3 of the 
RMA in that way. She described these provisions as “a set 
of foundational ground rules” for the development and 
allocation of powers — a “metalaw” creating an overarching 
structure of standards, policies and plans. I recall that my 
‘take home’ from her address was that we should hold fast 
to the stability which pt 2 of the RMA currently provides, yet 
ensure that the RMA otherwise generates a vehicle through 
which the ‘wicked’ nature of resource management issues 
can be constructively resolved.

A basic paradox in that regard is that, rather than being 
stable, any environmental system is instead highly dynamic. 
The 2017 Productivity Commission report Better Urban 
Planning (The New Zealand Productivity Commission Better 
Urban Planning (March 2017) at 253) reasons that both built 
and natural environments are complex, adaptive systems, 
whereby it can be difficult to predict the effects that a given 
activity will have, address cumulative impacts and determine 
what response will be made to regulation, in terms of 
influencing human behaviour. Alongside the necessary 
stability of the core framework is a need to accommodate 
what Dr J B Ruhl referred to, in his keynote address to the 
Dunedin RMLA conference, as “adaptive governance”.

The RMA has a long-established, overriding purpose of 
sustainable management as expressed in s 5. The intended 
‘meaning’ of this section was somewhat clarified by the 
Supreme Court in Environmental Defence Society Inc v 
New Zealand King Salmon Company Limited [2014] NZSC 
38, (2014) 17 ELRNZ 442 (King Salmon). While there have 
been calls for significant reform to ss 6 and 7, I am not 
aware of any suggestions that s 5 of the Act should be 

amended, noting that some Panel members within the 
Founders Debate expressed a preference for the “overall 
judgment” approach to application of s 5, prevailing prior to 
King Salmon. A further question I raise, though, is whether 
sustainable management is sufficient. In my view, the case 
can be made that an additional principle of ‘resilience’, 
embracing the concept of adaptive governance, should sit 
alongside sustainable management as a key purpose of an 
effective resource management system. 

Much of the case for reforming the way in which our planning 
instruments are prepared has been driven by a concern to 
ensure that they are responsive to change — i.e. that they 
reveal adaptive governance in practice. The system must 
surely have the capacity for this type of resilience, as a 
fundamental attribute. Beyond that though, this principle 
must also translate into how we plan, and what we plan for. 
Built environments and infrastructure increasingly need to 
be able to withstand ‘shocks’, and ‘planning’ for greater 
resilience has this important dimension as well. 

Part of the ‘adaptive governance’ dimension of resilience 
is about monitoring and evaluation, the capacity for which 
has recently been enhanced through the Environmental 
Reporting Act 2015. Part of that dimension is, however, 
more systemic, at a broader scale. The current resource 
management system is simply too cumbersome. The 
plethora of planning instruments across the system 
creates an excessive degree of inertia, which any sensible 
process for promoting and publicly testing new planning 
instruments cannot, alone, resolve.  

As I address further below, there needs to be less ‘clutter’ 
within the resource management system, and we can 
and should start with the RMA. While partly an issue of 
implementation, an element of structural reform within 
the RMA is needed to reduce this degree of clutter, and 
thereby give local authorities greater agility to more readily 
respond to the outcomes of monitoring and evaluation, 
as well as to the inherently dynamic characteristics of the 
natural and built environments. We also need to better 
focus our planning attention on what really matters. 

SECTIONS 6 AND 7 — FOCUS ON WHAT 
MATTERS

Sections 6 and 7 of the RMA have largely remained intact, 
albeit expanded, through the series of reforms undertaken 
by successive governments over the past 26 years. 
However, there have been more recent proposals for 

substantial reform to ss 6 and 7, including their significant 
reframing and amalgamation (Ministry for the Environment 
Report of the Minister for the Environment’s Resource 
Management Act 1991 Principles Technical Advisory Group 
(February 2012), Ministry for the Environment Resource 
Management Summary of Reform Proposals 2013 (August 
2013)). While those reforms proved to be a ’bridge too far’ 
politically, and so did not find their way into the Resource 
Legislation Amendment Act 2017, future amendments to 
these sections of RMA remains a possibility.

My humble suggestion is that if the s 6 and s 7 matters are 
to be revisited, they should retain their basic hierarchy, as 
is now well understood through case law and in practice, 
and serve alongside s 5 as part of the stable framework 
described by Professor Fisher. But within that, I suggest that 
s 6 might both better reflect, as well as directly recognise 
and have provision for, what are undeniably the compelling 
priorities for environmental management in the decades 
and generations ahead. 

The first and foremost of these priorities, in my opinion, 
is climate change. Second equal, perhaps, would be two 
issues which the system to date has inarguably failed 
to adequately address: our ever-declining indigenous 
biodiversity, and overallocation in terms of both water 
quality and quantity.

I moot a revised s 6 where both the effects of and on 
climate change comprise the first stated matter of national 
importance. This would be followed by the need to protect 
and enhance indigenous biodiversity (the requirements 
for which may extend beyond significant indigenous 
vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna, as 
under the current s 6(c)) as well as water quality, quantity 
and ‘aquatic habitats’ (i.e. more broadly, than as occupied 
by trout and salmon, refer s 7(h)). The current and remaining 
matters of national importance would then follow, albeit 
not necessarily in declining order of relative importance. 
Consequential amendment to s 7 could follow in turn, 
involving removal of matters addressed in the revised s 6.

Part of my intent in suggesting a degree of relative priority 
to certain specific matters within s 6 is that a great deal 
of energy, time and cost within our resource management 
system to date has been devoted to resolving what are 
really private, rather than public, interest concerns. 
Entire careers (including mine) have been forged through 
litigation centred on protecting — or otherwise — the 

amenity or landscape values which people living in a given 
setting might, for the time being, enjoy. The current ss 6 
and 7 imperatives direct considerable priority attention to 
these matters.

Only relatively recently have the more significant issues 
around water quality, water quantity and biodiversity come 
to the fore in our resource management jurisprudence. 
The effects of activities on climate change have essentially 
been displaced from both local authority and Environment 
Court attention, as a result of s 70A and s 104E of the Act.

I acknowledge the valid degree of debate about whether 
climate change is best addressed at the national level and 
through separate legislation (the New Zealand Emissions 
Trading Scheme or ETS, and/or a carbon tax), or whether 
there is a place within planning legislation for addressing 
both adaptation to, and mitigation of, the effects of climate 
change.

The Productivity Commission report concludes that 
“regulatory principles” suggest that many policy levers to 
adapt to climate change involve land use and so are best 
tackled at district and regional levels, while effective policy 
levers to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions are likely to 
sit at national level (at 430). I note that the Ministry for the 
Environment briefing to the incoming Minister for Climate 
Change advises that the New Zealand ETS alone will not 
drive all cost effective or otherwise “desirable” emission 
reductions, and recommends that a review of available 
policy options include land use policy under the RMA, 
supported by national direction.

A suggestion I make is that the interface between national 
and local regulatory responses to mitigation could be 
set through a national planning instrument. For example, 
a national planning or environmental standard could 
generally permit activities necessary to mitigate climate 
change, such as forestry, while restraining regulation 
against activities seen to be adequately addressed 
through the likes of an ETS, or the recently proposed 
Zero Carbon Act (Parliamentary Commissioner for the 
Environment A Zero Carbon Act for New Zealand (March 
2018)). But to have a wholesale ‘carve-out’ from the RMA 
of the effects of activities, on what is undeniably the most 
significant resource management issue facing humanity in 
the 21st century, does seem anomalous.
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Finally, as to pt 2, I would also suggest that there may a 
place for expression of the principles of resilience and 
adaptive governance as discussed above. A step in that 
direction might be to elevate the current s 18A “procedural 
principles” into this Part of the RMA, as matters which 
all persons exercising functions and powers under the 
Act must take steps to implement in practice. Resilience 
at the broader level (i.e. planning to better withstand 
the increasing severity and frequency of environmental 
stresses and natural hazards) also needs to be addressed 
as a matter of considerable, if not national, importance. 
This is again a priority that is broader in scope than “the 
management of significant risks from natural hazards” as 
currently expressed under section 6(h).

URBAN VERSUS NATURAL ENVIRONMENTS — 
SEPARATE DOMAINS?

The Productivity Commission report records a majority view 
that separate legislation addressing the urban and natural 
environments would be a bad idea, given the inextricable 
relationship between activities in an urban context and our 
natural environment more generally (at 377). That said, 
the report records a submission by Associate Professor 
Ken Palmer (to the draft report) that the “bundling together 
of objectives for land, air and water regulation under s 6 
(matters of national importance) and s 7 (other matters) 
has been confusing and lacking in clarity” and that “with 
effective definition, cross reference and recognition of 
other consequential factors, separate and complementary 
objectives for the built and natural environments could be 
maintained in legislation” (at 375).

In my view, it is artificial to pretend that treatment of the 
urban and natural environments under RMA either can, or 
should be, the same. With respect, I personally agree with 
Ken Palmer that there has been a lack of effective focus 
on either ‘domain’ under RMA, through conflation of the 
concepts, and precepts that should apply to each. 

As the Productivity Commission report puts it (at 426):

The natural and built environments require 
different and distinctive regulatory approaches. 
The natural environment needs a clear focus on 
setting standards that must be met, while the built 
environment requires assessments that recognise 
the benefits of urban development and allow 
change. Current statutes and practice blur the two  
environments, and provide inadequate security 
about environmental protection and insufficient 

had become “fragmented, overlapping, inconsistent and 
complicated” (at [9]).To stem this impetus toward ever 
greater fracturing of the system, a model of clear but 
separate objectives for the urban and natural environment 
domains within the one Act may better retain scope for 
an integrated response, while also directing more targeted 
focus on the quite different requirements for sustainable 
management of the natural and built environments.

With that reasoning in mind, I suggest that the equivalent 
of what is now set within pts 3–5 of the RMA (duties and 
restrictions; functions, powers and duties; and, standards, 
policy statements and plans, respectively) could be 
reframed so as to be better directed, if not divided, as 
between the urban and natural environment domains. 
Under this approach, the pt 2 matters would both prevail 
over and pervade both domains, but revised in the manner 
proposed above. 

To reduce the current degree of duplication in function 
within ss 30 and 31 of RMA, regional councils could be 
allocated primary responsibility for the natural domain; and 
territorial authorities for the urban. An exception would be 
provision for infrastructure, whereby a shared role may 
be more appropriate given the desirability of regional 
coordination of bulk infrastructure provision, and the need 
to ensure effective integration between infrastructure and 
land use planning.

An alternative variant on this approach would be less 
structurally delineated between local authority functions, 
but in an otherwise similar vein. To foster integration 
between land use planning and infrastructure, the 
Productivity Commission report recommends the 
preparation of regional level “spatial strategies” (more 
commonly known as “spatial plans”), focussed on the built 
environment, and regional policy statements, focussed on 
managing and protecting the natural environment (at 294).

District plans would presumably be required to give effect 
to both regional spatial strategies and regional policy 
statements so that they are each a formal part of the 
planning hierarchy. This can be contrasted with the situation 
in Auckland, where alignment between the Auckland 
Unitary Plan and the Auckland (Spatial) Plan became, and 
remained, a point of some contention.

As a final thought on this topic, a reformed RMA could 
retain application of the “bottom line” approach to the 
natural domain, as evidently envisaged for the RMA from 
the outset (King Salmon, at [38]–[41] and [107]–[108]).The 

certainty about the ability to develop within urban 
areas. Rather than attempting to regulate these 
different issues through a single set of objectives 
and principles, a future planning system should 
clearly distinguish between the natural and built 
environments, and clearly outline how to manage 
the interrelationship between the two. To support 
an integrated approach, these sets of principles 
should sit within a single planning and resource-
management Act.

Conversely, the recent report: Greg Severinsen and 
Raewyn Peart Reform of the Resource Management 
System (Environmental Defence Society, Working Paper 1, 
February 2018) applies a ‘thematic’ model and records the 
risks inherent in any domain, ‘sectoral’ or ‘spatially’ based 
approach to resource management (at 21). The domain 
in which the rural environment resides would also need 
careful thought.

I acknowledge these points but also note the substantial 
risks running the other way. The lack of clear direction 
within the Act regarding urban planning has reached a 
point where some commentators argue that the RMA is no 
longer ‘fit for purpose’ in an urban context, and arguably 
never was. Recent moves under the RMA to sharpen the 
focus on the urban environment are belated responses to 
that concern (in particular, the Ministry for the Environment 
National Policy Statement on Urban Development 
Capacity 2016 (October 2016), and the 2017 amendments 
to ss 30 and 31 of RMA requiring all local authorities to 
plan to ensure there is sufficient development capacity in 
relation to housing and business land).

The level of frustration over the performance of our resource 
management system in the urban domain (affordable 
housing in particular) has reached the point that we risk 
eroding important principles that should remain in place to 
protect the natural environment. We have also witnessed 
the generation of a range of special legislation directed 
at the provision of housing, which undermines the initial 
conception of a “one-stop shop”, as well as aspirations for 
integration across the system more generally (Simon Berry, 
Helen Andrews and Jen Vella “The Death of the RMA by 
1,000 Cuts – the Next Two Incisions” (April 2017) Resource 
Management Journal

In this regard, I note a degree of irony in the Supreme Court’s 
observation in King Salmon that “the RMA attempted to 
introduce a coherent, integrated and structured scheme” 
in place of planning and environmental legislation that 

overall judgment approach could in turn be expressly 
provided for in the urban domain, where greater scope 
for the weighing the “relative significance or proportion” 
of the competing considerations within pt 2 may be 
warranted, even essential.

INTEGRATION

Previous reviews comment on the range of legislation 
currently operating within our resource management 
system and the apparent lack of integration between the 
statutes involved. They have divergent purposes, different 
agencies are responsible for their implementation, and 
the respective processes for public engagement do not 
always align. By way of example, provision for a given 
infrastructure project in a Long-Term Plan or Regional Land 
Transport Plan does not guarantee its implementation 
through appropriate provision under an RMA planning 
instrument. An RMA plan may preclude what the other 
instruments promote or, conversely, assume provision of 
infrastructure for which no funding is set.

The New Zealand Council for Infrastructure Development 
(now Infrastructure New Zealand), proposed an “integrated 
Planning, Infrastructure and Local Government Act”, 
combining the planning functions of the RMA with 
the investment functions of the Local Government Act 
(LGA) and Land Transport Management Act (LTMA) 
(New Zealand Council of Infrastructure Development 
Integrated Governance Planning and Delivery, (August 
2015)). By contrast, the Productivity Commission report 
proposes that the solution is not to combine the different 
Acts into one “omnibus piece of legislation” (at 288), but 
instead to improve linkages between the legislation, and 
the processes through which the planning instruments 
under each Act are prepared.

While I tend to agree with the latter approach, in my view, 
this would need to cut both ways. For example, just as 
district plans should allow the effective implementation of 
a spatial plan (or indeed Long-Term Plan prepared under 
the LGA), so might Long-Term Plans be required to give 
effect to RMA planning instruments. For example, there 
would seem to be little point in zoning for areas of intensive 
housing if inadequate provision for the ‘three waters’ and 
transportation infrastructure is made under LTMA and LGA 
planning regimes.

Continued
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PLANNING CLUTTER

This leads to my next point. We clearly have, what the 
Productivity Commission report refers to as, a bad case 
of “objective overload” in our planning instruments (at 
99). The degree of discretion conferred through the very 
broad provisions and definitions under RMA (the definition 
of environment in particular) gives local authority planners 
effective ‘carte blanche’ to plan ad nauseam, generating what 
former Environment Minister Simon Upton once referred to 
as “telephone directory” scale planning instruments.

The assessment criteria for subdivision and development 
within one district plan I recently encountered runs to some 
140 pages. In my view, this degree of planning clutter is at 
the very core of general public frustration with the RMA. 
Whether through lack of Central Government direction 
from the outset, or inferior implementation practice by 
local authorities, we simply must address this issue. While 
some district plans are considerably more concise, the 
reality is that no one would ever read an entire planning 
instrument under the current pedigree — including 
planning professionals, let alone the general public. They 
are impenetrable. As such, they are not effective and 
cannot be in promoting the environmental outcomes 
envisaged when the RMA was first conceived. 

In this respect, I refer back to the issue of adaptive 
governance addressed earlier in this article. As I see it, 
a significant driver of the current inertia in our resource 
management system arises from the simple fact that, in 
order to change a planning instrument, there is such an 
excessive body of text that must be confronted. If we do 
not resolve that hallmark of the current system, no reform 
will be effective. Fewer, simpler and clearer objectives, 
policies and rules should be the ideal.

With a better-defined set of statutory principles and 
objectives directed to the urban and natural domains, as 
well as stronger demarcation and less duplication between 
district and regional functions, more succinct, targeted 
and focussed planning instruments could result. That may 
better enable local authorities, individually and collectively, 
to more readily respond and adapt to the outcomes of 
monitoring and evaluation, as well as to changes within 
natural and built environments over time. 

A further option could be that, where there is a national 
planning instrument addressing a matter of national 
significance, there need not be both a district and 

There simply is not the space within this paper to do 
justice to the many important contributions to the role of 
the Environment Court in plan preparation (for example, 
Derek Nolan, Bal Matheson, James Gardner-Hopkins, and 
Bronwyn Carruthers “A better approach to improving the 
RMA plan process” (2012) 8 RM Theory & Practice 63; 
Laurie Newhook “Current and recent-past practice of the 
Environment Court concerning appeals on proposed plans 
and policy statements” (2013) 9 RM Theory & Practice 
241; Derek Nolan, Bal Matheson, James Gardner-Hopkins, 
and Bronwyn Carruthers “Faster, higher, stronger … or 
just wrong? — Flaws in the framework recommended by 
the Land and Water Forum’s Second Report”([2013) 9 RM 
Theory & Practice 252). Nor to the topic itself.

What I would say is that for all the ‘bespoke’ or alternative 
planning processes I have ever seen or experienced, I am 
yet to encounter one that is, in my opinion, more efficient 
and effective than the conventional First Schedule route, 
providing for merit-based appeals to the Environment 
Court. This is particularly evident given the manner in which 
such appeals have been progressed by that Court in recent 
years. In saying this, I gauge efficiency and effectiveness 
not just in terms of the time and cost associated with 
preparing the planning instrument itself, but relative to the 
resource management outcomes for the district or region 
concerned, over the 10 or more years it may be in force.

I acknowledge the truly heroic completion of the Auckland 
Unitary Plan process by the Independent Hearings Panel, 
appointed for that quite exceptional situation. As others 
more learned than me have observed, however, and 
despite genuine attempts by the Panel to minimise this 
impact, very large components of the general public 
were effectively ‘burned off’ by the frenetic, even brutal, 
pace of that process. With respect, the high quality of the 
outcome is testament more to the exceptional skills of the 
Independent Hearings Panel than the inherent attributes of 
the process, in terms of basic design.

Personally, I cannot see the advantage in the “single-
stage” Independent Hearings Panel proposal promoted 
by the Productivity Commission report, that would 
replace merits-based appeals (ch 8). We already have 
an independent and expert, as well as experienced and 
publicly funded, entity with constitutionally appropriate 
security of tenure, available to ensure that planning 
instruments both promote and implement the purpose and 
provisions of the RMA. This is, of course, the Environment 

regional level plan (or policy statement) also addressing 
that issue. A three-layered hierarchy of RMA planning 
instruments seems unnecessary, noting the extent to which 
lower order instruments have tended to ‘parrot’ the higher 
in recent times in any event.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND THE ROLE OF THE 
ENVIRONMENT COURT

A fundamental principle inherent within the RMA from the 
outset was that public involvement in planning processes 
would result in better resource management outcomes 
(Murray v Whakatane District Council [1999] 3 NZLR 276 
at 279 and Westfield NZ Ltd v North Shore City Council 
[2005] NZSC 17 at [46]). The progressive erosion of 
provision for public participation in RMA processes has 
been a long-standing concern expressed by many RMA 
commentators, and by the RMLA itself in response to more 
recent reform initiatives. 

It has always been the case that very few applications 
for resource consent, in percentage terms, are publicly 
notified (between 2 and 3 per cent in 2012–2013 (Ministry 
for the Environment Resource Management Act Survey of 
Local Authorities 2012/13 (April 2014) at 31). The current 
provisions, as inserted through the Resource Legislation 
Amendment Act 2017, are needlessly complex. They sit 
alongside difficult concepts such as “deemed permitted 
activities” and provisions targeting “boundary activities” 
where, previously, a written approval from an adjoining 
neighbour would have obviated the need for even limited 
notification in any event.

The exclusion of provision for public notification and 
Environment Court appeals on residential developments 
and subdivisions (other than for non-complying activities) 
has also generated substantial concern within the resource 
management community generally, not least for applicants 
who essentially lose any right of appeal against a decision 
of a local authority to refuse consent.

I suggest that we go back to basics and provide for an 
all-embracing opportunity for public participation in relation 
to the preparation of planning instruments. The notification 
tests as set in 2003 (introducing limited notification) were 
tolerably simple, clear and, in my view, appropriate. To the 
extent since reversed, a presumption in favour of public 
notification of resource consent applications involving the 
natural domain might be reinstated.

Court. Building on that theme, if a matter is truly of national 
significance, and needs to be determined with priority, why 
not directly refer it to the Environment Court, rather than 
appointing a ‘one-off’ Board of Inquiry that does not have 
these attributes, through a procedure that has become 
notoriously expensive to administer?

A potential option to refine the Environment Court’s role 
in the preparation of planning instruments, should this 
be considered desirable, might be to focus merits-based 
appeals on the test in s 32(1)(b) of the RMA. Under this 
refinement, the Environment Court would primarily 
confine its substantive review to the extent to which the 
broader provisions of a planning instrument are the most 
appropriate way to achieve its objectives. That would leave 
the local authority largely free to set the high-level policy 
direction (i.e. the objectives) of that planning instrument, in 
a manner accountable to its electorate. 

The Environment Court might, under that option, have 
something close to a judicial review role whereby, 
provided the objective set by the local authority was 
within its jurisdiction (intra vires), and not demonstrably 
unreasonable, it would remain undisturbed. This role and 
approach would arguably be consistent with the principle 
that the Environment Court is not a “planning authority”, in 
the broader sense of that term (refer Federated Farmers of 
New Zealand (Inc) Mackenzie Branch v Mackenzie District 
Council [2014] NZHC 2616 at [121] to [123]).

MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT

One quite alarming feature of RMA implementation is 
the relative lack of effective oversight of compliance with 
resource consent conditions (refer to outputs of research 
conducted by Dr Marie Brown in 2014, as presented 
during the RMLA ‘Conditions’ Roadshow in July of that 
year). Whether due to a lack of resourcing, political will, 
or “agency capture” (EDS Report at 56), the reality is that 
local authorities have seriously struggled in this context. 

Despite that point, the Productivity Commission report 
“on reflection” recommends that regional councils retain 
the primary responsibility for setting environmental 
standards, and their monitoring and enforcement (at 383). 
I respectfully suggest that the Environmental Protection 
Agency’s role under the RMA be extended to include 
oversight of the day-to-day monitoring and enforcement 
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Welcome to this April 2018 issue of the Resource 
Management Journal, my first in the role as Editor.

This issue brings together a fantastic collection of articles 
by a range of contributors. Instead of being bound to a 
strict word limit, we’re instead trialling a slightly different 
format. This kicks off with a lengthier lead article from 
Martin Williams, which aims to get us all thinking in advance 
of this year’s RMLA conference in Wellington, followed by 
an in-depth look at biodiversity in the marine environment 
by coastal scientist Dr Steve Urlich split into two parts 
later in the Journal. We also have an explanation of water 
pricing and trading by economist Kevin Counsell, and 

comment from Bill Rainey on collaborative environmental 
processes. In addition to the normal case notes, there is 
also a book review on the recently published “Planning 
Practice in New Zealand”.

I hope you enjoy this issue, and look forward to any 
feedback on the more flexible format.  

As always, we are keen to hear from you if you are interested 
in contributing an article for consideration for publication 
in either of the RMLA’s journals: this one, Resource 
Management Journal, and Resource Management Theory 
and Practice.

EDITORIAL
Bronwyn Carruthers, Partner, Russell McVeagh

function undertaken by local authorities, in similar fashion 
to the role of the Auditor-General regarding their financial 
planning responsibilities under the LGA. I suggest this in 
preference to the current predominant function of the EPA, 
under RMA at least, essentially comprising a ‘processing 
house’ for proposals of national significance.

CONCLUSION

I will conclude by firstly reiterating the degree of humility 
with which the suggestions outlined in this article are 
advanced. The more learned and experienced panellists 
within the Founders Debate rightly recommended that a 
fully independent panel of experts be appointed to review 
the RMA in order to address the issues canvassed in this 
article and during that debate. Significant contributions 
are being made to the cause, not least through the Law 
Foundation-sponsored project currently being progressed 
by the Environmental Defence Society. I am very conscious 
of at least one glaring omission in the coverage of this 
paper, as to the manner in which Mātauranga Māori is 
addressed within the system. Another would be the 
allocation of finite resources.

Readers will no doubt have their own views as to the 
priorities for reform attention and potential options to 
address the issues at stake. I should by no means be taken 
to suggest that there is some ‘silver bullet’ within the range 
of suggestions made in this paper, but instead seek to steer 
the conversation towards solutions, building upon the 
background of extensive review and assessment of existing 
RMA performance, by the many other commentators and 
agencies to which I have referred.

In that spirit, I propose an emphasis on both stability and 
resilience within a reformed RMA that retains the core 
principle of sustainable management, but more deliberately 
directs the system towards addressing what really matters. 
Clearer objectives, as well a sharper delineation between 
the built and natural environments and between local 
authority functions, should promote greater resilience 
within the system, and better environmental and economic 
outcomes. This approach would, at the same time, enable 
retention of considerable scope for effective public 
participation, within a system that also retains a central role 
for the Environment Court as an institution separate from 
Government, reflecting the constitutional significance of 
environmental regulation and decision making.

www.rmla.org.nz
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efficient use and efficient allocation. The efficient use of 
water refers to water being put to productive and valuable 
use — that is, it is not being wasted in its use. Efficiency 
in the allocation of water refers to water that is allocated 
to the highest value uses, so as to generate the greatest 
benefit to society. Efficiency is captured in ss 7(b) and 
32 of the Resource Management Act 1991, and the case 
law has found it useful to apply the concept of economic 
efficiency under these provisions (Federated Farmers of 
New Zealand (Inc) Mackenzie Branch v Mackenzie District 
Council [2017] NZEnvC 53 at [456]).

If society’s concern is ensuring that water is used and 
allocated in the most efficient way possible, then 
establishing a price signal can go towards achieving this. 
Consider first, efficiency in water use. Under a water 
charging regime, water users would face a price for each 
unit of water used (assuming that the price is set on some 
sort of volumetric basis — there are other ways in which a 
price could be set, such as by land area). This can provide 
the water user with the incentive to ensure each drop of 
water is used efficiently. After all, it makes no sense to 
pay for water that is being wasted and not being put to 
productive use.

However, the strength of this incentive depends on the 
exact price that is set. If the price is set too low, then the 
cost that water users bear may not be worth the effort 
of reducing their unproductive water use. On the other 
hand, if the price is set too high, then water users may be 
compelled to cut back on what would have otherwise been 
an efficient use of water. 

Indeed, setting the price at an appropriate level to achieve 
economic efficiency is one of the biggest challenges with 
a water charging regime. It is further complicated by the 
fact that different water resources have different levels of 
supply (for example, hydrological conditions) and demand, 
which may warrant different prices being set across the 
country. Also, supply and demand conditions can change 
over time, either in the short-term (for example, due to 
seasonal variation) or in the longer term (for example, due 
to climate variation), meaning that prices may need to be 
regularly reset.

In contrast, with a water trading regime, this issue of 
administratively determining the appropriate water price 
does not arise. Rather, the price for a tradeable water permit 
is determined by the interaction of willing buyers and 

sellers. That price can vary across different water resources, 
depending on the level of supply of, and demand for, 
water permits, and across time, as the balance of supply 
and demand changes (and is expected to change).

Importantly, a water trading regime can provide incentives 
for efficient water use, provided it is designed in a way that 
fosters and encourages trades (for more on the desirable 
design elements, see Kevin G Counsell and Lewis T Evans 
“Essays on Water Allocation in New Zealand: The Way 
Forward” (NZISCR Working Paper, Victoria University of 
Wellington, 2005)). It does so by establishing an opportunity 
cost associated with water use. That is, by wasting water or 
putting it to an unproductive use, a water user foregoes the 
value that could have otherwise been received by trading 
the permit (or a portion of the permit) associated with that 
wasted water. This creates an incentive to ensure that all 
water is put to efficient use, and to trade any excess. 

Regarding the efficient allocation of water, a tradeable 
water permit regime provides for efficiency in allocation, 
as it allows water to be traded to higher-value uses. Again, 
the opportunity cost of water is the relevant concept here. 
A lower-value water use faces an opportunity cost from 
continued use of its water, in that it foregoes the returns that 
could be received by selling that water to a higher-value 
use. This provides an incentive for such reallocation (from 
low to high value) to occur over time, thereby leading to 
a more efficient (higher value) overall allocation of water.

In contrast, under a water charging regime where permits 
are not tradeable, allocation decisions would be made 
administratively, presumably by the regional council as is 
generally the present case. The current allocation approach 
is first-in first-served, which will not necessarily result in 
allocation to the highest-value use.  Where administrative 
allocation remains, a water charging regime is unlikely to 
achieve an efficient allocation of water.

RAISING REVENUE

An objective that is often identified for introducing a 
water charging regime is to raise revenue for public good 
purposes. One approach is for the revenue from charges 
levied on water users to be fed back into the resource, such 
as by covering the costs of improving water quality. Marks 
and Thomas point out (November 2017 RMJ at 5) that this 
approach is often used overseas, and give one example 

INTRODUCTION

Over the past year the issue of water pricing has risen to 
prominence in New Zealand, largely as a result of debate 
during the 2017 general election campaign. The main issue 
has been whether price signals, in the form of water charges 
(often also referred to as taxes or royalties), can help in 
managing our scarce water resources. In the November 
2017 Resource Management Journal, Hannah Marks 
and Georgina Thomas (“Time for a Charge?”) drew on 
international experience to helpfully set out some of the 
challenges that need to be navigated in establishing a water 
charging regime. They finished with a call to arms (at 5), 
for the “collective wisdom of the Resource Management 
Law Association” to be applied to this issue, and provide 
a thorough analysis of a water charging regime that has, to 
this point, largely been missing from the debate.

I discuss in this paper one element of this more thorough 
analysis: the merits of using water charges as a price signal 
relative to the merits of an alternative economic instrument 
of water trading. Here I refer to “water charging” as where 
a government entity or other administrative body charges 
a price for water that is used by holders of water take/use 
permits (for example irrigators, industrial water users, and 
the like). In contrast, “water trading” is where those water 
users can trade (all or part of) their water permits between 
one another, with the forces of supply and demand 
determining the price of a trade.

In principle, the two regimes are different ways of getting 
at the same purpose: they both provide a price signal that 
is faced by water users, which creates incentives for the 
efficient use and allocation of water among its different 
uses. However, the two regimes may not necessarily achieve 
the same outcomes in terms of efficiency. There may also 
be other objectives that each regime does (or does not) 
achieve. It is therefore important to define exactly what 
the objective from a water price signal approach is, before 
determining the preferred way of achieving that objective. 
I elaborate on these issues in the remainder of this paper. 

EFFICIENT USE AND EFFICIENT ALLOCATION

Economists often evaluate society’s use of scarce resources 
under an objective of “economic efficiency”. In broad 
terms, economic efficiency refers to a situation where the 
net benefits to society are maximised. More specifically, 
economic efficiency has multiple dimensions, and of 
relevance to water management are the concepts of 

Author:
Kevin Counsell, Senior 
Consultant, NERA 
Economic Consulting
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of France, where revenues raised from water charges are 
used to cover costs associated with water infrastructure or 
restoration projects. They also note, however, that one of 
the challenges with this approach is the issue of whether 
current and future water users should bear the burden of 
paying for environmental issues that may have arisen over 
a long time period. I note also that if the goal is to improve 
water quality, then it may be that other mechanisms can 
better achieve that goal, such as water quality standards or 
nutrient trading schemes.

In any case, a water charging regime does appear, on its 
face, to have an advantage over a water trading regime in 
respect of the former’s ability to raise (public) revenue. In 
the latter, the revenue from a water trade accrues to the 
seller of the water permit, which may not necessarily be 
a public entity. There are ways in which revenue could be 
raised in a water trading regime, such as through a charge 
levied on the profits from a trade, a public entity running 
an auction for the initial allocation of permits or the sale 
of expired permits. However, caution should be exercised 
with such approaches, so as they do not undermine the 
rights of existing water users and thereby harm incentives 
to invest in water infrastructure. 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

The issues discussed to this point suggest that, if the 
objective is to enhance the efficient use and allocation of 
water, then a trading regime has advantages over a charging 
regime; while the reverse is the case if the objective is 
revenue-raising. However, there are considerations beyond 
these objectives, particularly those that can influence the 
perception of the regime and/or its political acceptability 
to either water users or the population more generally.

One of the key concerns raised with the proposals for water 
charging put forward during the 2017 election campaign 
was the level of any water charge and the impact that 
this could have on water users’ financial viability. Similar 
concerns have been raised with water charging in overseas 
jurisdictions, and political responses to this often result in 
the price being set too low to have any material effect 
on water users’ behaviour (Ariel Dinar and R Maria Saleth 
“Issues in Water Pricing Reforms: From Getting Correct 
Prices to Setting Appropriate Institutions” in Henk Folmer 
and Tom Tietenberg (eds) The International Yearbook 
of Environmental and Resource Economics 2005/2006: 

A Survey of Current Issues (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 
2005) 1 at 18.)

With a water trading regime there is often an aversion to 
water users being able to ‘profit’ from the use of water. 
That is, water users who obtained permits at zero (or low) 
cost under a legacy first-in first-served approach may 
generate windfall gains from selling those permits under 
a water trading regime. I note, however, that any such 
windfall gains are only likely to accrue to the legacy first-in 
first-served holder of a water permit. As more permits are 
traded (i.e., as the pool of permits obtained under a legacy 
first-in first-served approach decreases), then the scope for 
windfall profits diminishes.

In both cases these concerns, over profiting from water 
trades and the financial impact of high water charges, 
do not undermine the efficiency gains that might be 
achieved from using price signals in water management. 
Nonetheless, the risk is that they become a key basis 
upon which the different regimes are tested and this may 
ultimately weaken the case for implementing any sort of 
price signal regime.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

It seems uncontroversial that there is a strong need to 
manage our country’s scarce water resources wisely. 
However, if the debate around water charging during the 
2017 election campaign is anything to go by, the best 
approach for doing so is anything but uncontroversial. 
Despite this, implementing a water-use price signal 
deserves considerable continued attention as a water 
management mechanism. Of the possible price signal 
regimes, both water charging and water trading have merit. 
Water charges of the sort proposed during the election 
campaign can raise revenue that could be earmarked for 
environmental purposes. However, it can be difficult to set 
these charges at a level that best encourages efficient use 
and allocation of water. Indeed, economists often consider 
that a desirable objective is to maximise economic 
efficiency, and a well-designed water trading regime is 
better at achieving this than a water charging regime. In 
this way, a price can be established so as to send a valuable 
signal to water users as to how much water to use and in 
which use it should be applied, ultimately contributing to 
a more beneficial use of what is one of our most important 
natural resources.

INTRODUCTION

During the 1990s, New Zealanders celebrated the 
innovative Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) which 
provided for members of the public to have a significant 
say in how natural resources were managed in an 
environmentally sustainable way. 

“Collaboration” in many forms remains an important part 
of the RMA. This article discusses the rationale for using a 
collaborative approach in resolving environmental issues, 
looks at how effective public participation is in decision-
making and highlights two facilitated processes for 
increasing collaborative behaviours amongst experts and 
multiple stakeholders.

RATIONALE FOR COLLABORATIVE PROCESSES

Prior to the commencement of the RMA in 1991, land use 
planning was more prescriptive than it is now. Decisions were 
often made based on narrower criterion relating to zones 
and planning efficiency in the use of space. Planners were 
presumed to have the education and experience needed 
to find solutions to land use problems. With more restrictive 
participatory rights available (mostly to those landowners 
whose properties were directly affected), disputes were 
resolved under an advocacy model with contested hearings 
before local authorities and specialist tribunals.

With the introduction of the RMA, and its mandate for 
sustainable management of natural and physical resources, 

came wider public participation provisions which enabled 
broader stakeholder involvement in decision-making from 
groups such as iwi, public agencies, private developers, 
issue-oriented advocacy groups and other affected parties.

Confronted by escalating court lists, the newly established 
Environment Court began a voluntary mediation process 
whereby, with the help of Environment Commissioners 
acting as mediators, cases could be resolved in a way 
that was considered fair by all parties and any agreements 
reached could be approved by the Court.

Compared to the previous town and country planning 
regime, environmental and resource management issues 
under the RMA were not only technically complex, but 
often included many other competing and complicating 
aspects relating to cultural values, ecological uncertainty, 
precautionary approaches, adaptive management, model 

Collaborating with 
the Environment
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forecasting, multi-disciplinary considerations and regional 
planning. Under the RMA, environmental impacts did not 
seem to respect district boundaries to the same extent as 
previously was the case.

The success of the Court’s mediation initiative, and the 
general burgeoning of alternative dispute resolution in the 
2000s, paved the way for additional collaborative dispute 
resolution approaches to emerge in the environmental, 
and other legal arenas. 

COLLABORATIVE APPROACHES

The process of collaboration, although referred to in 
the RMA, is not defined. At its essence it means people 
working together in good faith, generally with the help of 
an independent facilitator or mediator, to address their 
common concerns and interests, and to achieve resolution 
by consensus which enables them to plan a way forward. 
It can involve a wide range of stakeholders participating 
in an ongoing role in environmental management and 
governance. 

Collaborative processes are distinguished from judicial, 
arbitrative and adjudicative processes where parties rely on 
an independent decision-maker to determine the issues of 
common concern. 

Collaborative processes that resource management 
practitioners in New Zealand have become familiar with 
are:

• Mediation (Environment Court Practice Note 2014, 
Appendix 2): A voluntary dispute resolution process 
with the assistance of a court-appointed mediator 
(Environment Commissioner or another independent 
person). Mediation is a structured problem-solving 
process that is used to unravel the complexities inherent 
in resource management disputes. By collaborating, 
parties learn about each other’s interests, challenge 
previously accepted assumptions, and develop 
strategies aimed at maximising mutual gains. The 
outcome is that agreements reached can be embodied 
in consent orders of the Court.

• Expert Witness Conferences (Environment Court 
Practice Note 2014, Appendix 3): A court, or inquiry, 
directed conferencing process with the assistance of an 
independent facilitator (Environment Commissioner or 
another independent person) in which expert witnesses 
confer and attempt to reach agreement on issues, or 

at least clearly identify the issues on which they cannot 
agree, and the reasons for that disagreement. The 
outcome is an agreed joint statement of evidence which 
is available for the decision-maker.

• Conciliation (Environment Court Practice Note 2014, 
pt 5.1(b)): A voluntary dispute resolution process with 
the assistance of a suitably qualified independent 
mediator/conciliator which is similar in most respects 
to mediation, but where in the absence of agreement, 
the parties have the option of asking the mediator/
conciliator to provide a recommendation for settlement.

• Collaboration: There are various references to 
collaboration in the RMA, (as amended by the Resource 
Legislation Amendment Act 2017 (RLAA)). These 
include s 18A, “Procedural principles”, s 58N, “Guiding 
principles” and s 58R, relating to Mana Whakahono a 
Rohe. Also, sub-pt 4, “Collaborative planning process”, 
relating to the process a local authority may decide to 
use to prepare a proposed policy statement or plan in 
accordance with pt 4 of sch 1 of the RMA. Examples of 
similar multi-stakeholder collaborative processes being 
used outside of the RMA include the Land & Water 
Forum (<www.landandwater.org.nz>) and Sea Change – 
Tai Timu Tai Pari (<www.seachange.org.nz>). 

• Consultation: The process which authorities or parties 
may use to inform and interact with tangata whenua, 
the public and other stakeholders about proposals and 
processes. The purpose of consultation is to improve 
fairness, transparency, efficiency and effectiveness. It 
involves actively seeking the opinions of interested 
and affected groups. It requires parties having an open 
mind and is a two-way process which may occur at any 
stage of planning or development (Ministry for the 
Environment An Everyday Guide to the RMA, Series 
2.2: Consultation for Resource Consent Applicants 
(3rd ed, Wellington, March 2015)). An independent 
facilitator may be used to ensure proper consultation 
takes place, and to enable meaningful discussions to be 
held. Agreements need not necessarily be reached as 
consultation is often an intermediate situation.

EMERGENCE OF COLLABORATIVE GOVERNANCE

From the early first steps of mediation (championed in 
New Zealand by the Environment Court), environmental 
dispute resolution morphed into broader and more 
proactive collaborative processes such as “collaborative 

governance”, “collaborative practice”, “participatory 
governance”, “new environment governance” and 
“new governance”. This has been described as a “quiet 
revolution” which is taking place in the ways in which 
citizens and governments are seeking to engage with 
complex social and environmental issues (C Holley and 
N Gunningham Natural Resources, New Governance 
and Legal Regulation: When Does Collaboration Work? 
(2011) 24 NZULR 309). The basis for the revolution 
originates from governance, public participation, 
planning, conflict resolution, resilience and public 
management (Orly Lobel “The Renew Deal: The Fall of 
Regulation and the Rise of Governance in Contemporary 
Legal Thought” (2004) 89 Minn L Rev 262 at 343).  
Other countries are similarly “experimenting” with 
collaborative environmental governance. 

In the United States, for example, concepts such as 
integrated environmental management, ecosystem 
management and watershed management were 
increasingly applied in practice in the 1980s and 1990s. 
After several significant legal challenges, collaborative 
practices were developed for water, natural resources and 
forestry management, but conflict in these areas remains 
despite the collaborative effort (Richard D Margerum and 
Cathy J Robinson (eds) The Challenges of Collaboration 
in Environmental Governance: Barriers and Responses 
(Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2016). The Guardian has 
reported that recent proposals by the Trump administration 
to cut funding by one third to the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) would have a severe impact on the EPA’s 
operations, including its partnership programmes (Oliver 
Milman “Trump budget would gut EPA programs tackling 
climate change and pollution” The Guardian (online 
international ed, 16 March 2017). 

Across Europe, collaborative governance has been 
influenced by a range of trends including reductions in the 
size of government, an increased focus on performance, 
effectiveness and efficiency, and the increased role in 
public-private partnerships. 

One important influence on environmental governance 
has been the European Union’s Water Framework Directive 
(Directive 2000/60/EC on the Water Framework Directive 
[2000] OJ L 327), which was adopted in 2000 and with a 
27-year programme has promoted a river basin approach 
and a more participatory planning model. This has led to 
a range of approaches including agency-led river basin 

initiatives in England and Wales, agency-led efforts in 
France and the Netherlands, and a more collaborative 
structure in Germany.

In the United Kingdom, the increased use of public-private 
partnerships has spawned a wide range of collaborative 
efforts across government sectors.

COLLABORATIVE PROCESSES IN PRACTICE — 
PRE-HEARING MEETINGS

If public participation is to be safeguarded and 
collaboration fostered, how can environmental debate 
be structured to expedite processes and improve 
environmental outcomes? 

Under the RMA, pre-hearing meetings provide regular 
opportunities for parties to practice collaborative 
behaviour, often away from the gaze of lawyers and the 
formal process. Over the past year, the specialist conflict 
management organisation FairWay Resolution Ltd has 
facilitated several high-profile environmental pre-hearing 
meetings using collaborative approaches. Two examples 
are expert conferencing and multi-stakeholder meetings.

Expert Witness Conferencing 

Expert conferencing is often an overlooked tool which is 
available to parties both formally and informally within the 
RMA process. 

A key to arriving at outcomes which achieve a balance 
of social and economic development, and environmental 
protection, often lies in agreements being reached by 
experts both within and between relevant technical 
disciplines. 

How does this work in practice?

First, all experts agree to comply with the Environment 
Court’s Code of Conduct (Environment Court Practice 
Note 2014, pt 7) which means they are obliged to provide 
independent expertise to assist the decision-maker, and 
not to advocate for a particular party that may be hiring 
them. 

Second, experts agree to behave collaboratively, that 
is to work together in good faith and confidentially to 
identify important concerns arising from the application 
and submissions, and to record their agreement, or 
disagreement, supported by their reasons. 

Continued
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The opening years of the 1990s brought great promise and 
hope for biodiversity.

The United Nations Conference on Environment and 
Development, the “Earth Summit”, was held in Brazil in 
1992, following a worldwide outcry at the loss of species 
and habitats in the 1980s, symbolised by alarming rates of 
destruction in the Amazonian rainforest.

It seemed that the same collective will that had brought 
about the Montreal Protocol in 1987 (The Montreal 
Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer 
(agreed on 16 September 1987 and entered into force on 
1 January 1989)) to phase out ozone-depleting substances 
would now move to protect life on earth.

In this article, we set out how New Zealand has responded 
over the last quarter of a century to the Convention on 
Biological Diversity (CBD), which arose from the Earth 
Summit.

We consider these responses in light of the alarming 
findings on the state of our coasts and oceans in Our 
marine environment 2016 (Ministry for the Environment 
and Statistics New Zealand Our marine environment 2016 
(October 2016)). This is the first environmental domain 
report required under the Environmental Reporting 
Act 2015.

We examine whether the policy framework developed 
since the Earth Summit to maintain biological diversity 

(“biodiversity”) is adequate to prevent the ongoing loss 
and degradation of marine habitats and consequent 
decline in biodiversity, or whether the decline can be more 
fully attributed to a systemic implementation failure.

We conclude there is a comprehensive policy framework in 
place, but this is poorly implemented. We set out a number 
of key reasons for the systemic failure to protect and 
maintain biodiversity, and suggest some urgent solutions.

Continued
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Independent facilitation provides the opportunity, the 
process and the trust for constructive conversations to take 
place. Setting up and facilitating successful expert witness 
conferencing includes the following important elements:

• Providing excellent logistical support: professional venues, 
effective technology (including video conferencing) and 
refreshments. 

• The flexibility to fit conferencing within strict time 
constraints imposed by the decision-making process, 
and individual participants’ requirements. 

• Enabling experts to conduct their own facilitated factual 
inquiry unfettered by the constraints of more formal 
inquiry processes.

• Managing conversations and facilitating a collaborative 
approach to solve problems. 

• Providing certainty around processes and time 
constraints.

• Ensuring all viewpoints are heard and validated.

• Inviting participants to understand different cultural 
influences on each other’s viewpoints. 

• Helping to keep strong emotions from derailing the 
group’s intended objectives.

• Providing structured opportunities for “break-out” 
and small group discussion to enable multi-layered 
resolution to occur simultaneously.

• Providing a “real time” written record that when 
completed is approved and signed by all participants 
for submission to decision-makers.

• Enabling early public release of joint statements to 
ensure transparency and to build ongoing public 
engagement on the matter. 

Multi Stakeholder Meetings

Successful facilitation of “difficult” stakeholder meetings 
can have the positive effect of reducing costs and delays, 
and efficiently progressing plans or proposals. This is done 
using well-structured facilitated meetings (either pre-
application, or pre-hearing) involving regulatory authorities 
or development proponents on the one hand, and multiple 
stakeholders, including the opposing parties on the other. 

This collaborative process gives parties a structured setting 
to communicate effectively with each other and provides 
a valuable opportunity for people to understand each 
other’s perspectives, clarify positions, identify interests and 
needs, and openly discuss concerns. Skilful independent 
facilitation can encourage opposing parties to quickly 
move from “them and us” positions to viewing the aspects 
together through a common lens. Successful resolution 
can mean applications and submissions are varied or in 
some situations withdrawn.

CONCLUSION

Each day we hear and experience how environmental and 
resource use issues are becoming larger and more difficult 
to resolve in New Zealand. Although public participation 
in environmental management and governance may have 
reduced under streamlining provisions enacted in the 
past decade, there is a new political mood for change in 
this area. Opportunities do exist in the RMA for parties 
to practise collaborative behaviours, provided they are 
prepared to take the step either formally, or informally to 
do so. 

Globally, there is an emerging movement which supports 
collaborative environmental governance. Perhaps 
New Zealand resource managers are ready to take the 
challenge and lead again in this important field.

The Earth Summit 25 Years on:  
Why is biodiversity continuing 
to decline?
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THE 1990s — THE PROMISE OF A NEW ERA

Five important documents emerged from the Earth 
Summit, including the Rio Declaration on Environment and 
Development (Report of the United Nations Conference 
on Environment and Development A/CONF.151/26 (Vol. I) 
(1992)) (Rio Declaration), and the United Nations Convention 
on Biological Diversity (CBD) (opened for signature on 
5 June 1992, entered into force on 29 December 1993).

Here in New Zealand, the Resource Management 
Act 1991 (RMA) was passed in 1991. Its inspiration 
was the World Commission on Environment and 
Development’s “Our Common Future” report in 1987 
(Geoffrey Palmer “Ruminations on the problems with the 
Resource Management Act” (keynote address to the Local 
Government Environmental Compliance Conference, 
Auckland, November 2015)).

The RMA’s purpose anticipated the important and 
necessary agreements that would emerge from the Earth 
Summit, and reflected the lengthy UN working group 
processes that formulated the Rio texts. Its purpose 
included environmental protection as an integral part of 
sustainable management, along with acknowledging the 
need for equity between present and future generations.

The statutory framework for maintaining biodiversity 
continued to develop in the 1990s with the first New Zealand 
Coastal Policy Statement (NZCPS 1994) (Department of 
Conservation, New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 
1994 (May 1994)) required under the RMA in 1994. Policy 
1.1.4 made it a national priority to protect the integrity, 
functioning and resilience of the coastal environment in 
terms of biodiversity, productivity and biotic patterns, and 
the intrinsic values of ecosystems.

NZCPS 1994 also acknowledged the international 
agreements that affect the coastal environment, and the 
Government’s intention to issue guidelines on how best to 
meet our collective obligations.

Along with the CBD, these include the United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea in 1982 (UNCLOS), which 
identified four responsibilities of sovereign rights: Explore, 
Exploit, Conserve, Manage [Article 56]. UNCLOS also 
requires NZ to not over-exploit living resources through 
ensuring that proper conservation and management 
measures are in place [Article 61].

 

The Fisheries Act 1996 (FA) was enacted five years after 
the RMA, and included a definition of biodiversity. There 
is an important difference in the definition of biodiversity 
between the FA and the RMA. The FA omits the words 
“and the ecological complexes of which they are a part”. 
This is also a departure from the definition in the CBD, 
which New Zealand had already ratified in 1993 (Table 1).

Section 9 of FA stated that, although biological diversity 
of the aquatic environment should be maintained, it 
is only a matter to be taken into account, along with 
protecting habitats of particular significance, for fisheries 
management. The purpose of maintaining biodiversity 
is only for sustaining future take and not for ecological 
function — this is at odds with our RMA and CBD 
responsibilities.

The inconsistency between RMA/CBD and FA definitions of 
biodiversity has had, we suggest, profound consequences 
for marine biodiversity, which we discuss in a companion 
article (this issue). This is because ecological complexes 
provide vital ecological functions and services for sustaining 
the life-supporting capacity of ecosystems, as biodiversity 
is inseparable from ecological function.

THE TURN OF THE MILLENNIUM AND THE TURN 
OF THE TIDE?

The New Zealand Biodiversity Strategy 2000 (NZBS) set the 
stage at the start of the new millennium for a concerted 
national effort to ‘turn the tide’; with that spirit captured 
neatly in then-Prime Minister Helen Clark’s foreword:

Biodiversity is everyone’s business. It extends 
into all our backyards and neighbourhoods and 
is affected by nearly all our activities. Nearly two-
thirds of our land area, and over 99% of our vast 
marine environment, lies outside protected areas. 
We need to manage our working landscapes well 
and look after the scarce ecosystems in those 
areas. Similarly, we need to put our marine fisheries 
on an ecologically sustainable basis and protect 
more of the dazzling array of habitats and marine 
communities in our oceans.

The policy work continued apace in the early 2000s 
with the insertion of s 30(1)(ga) into the RMA in 2003, 
which required regional councils to maintain indigenous 
biodiversity by establishing, implementing and reviewing 
objectives, policies and methods and s 30(1)(b)(iii), which 

Continued

required territorial authorities to control effects on land for 
the maintenance of biodiversity.

Guidance on safeguarding marine biodiversity was given to 
regional councils through the Department of Conservation’s 
New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (December 
2010) [Objective 1 and Policy 11], along with ensuring that 
management has to recognise and continue to provide for 
New Zealand’s international obligations (Objective 7).

New Zealand sustained its international commitment to 
biodiversity by accepting the CBD’s 2010–2020 Aichi 
biodiversity targets, and has produced a Biodiversity Action 
Plan for 2016–2020 (“BAP”): (Department of Conservation 
CBD strategic goals and Aichi biodiversity targets  
<www.doc.govt.nz/nature/biodiversity/nz-biodiversity-
strategy-and-action-plan/new-zealand-biodiversity-action-
plan/cbd-strategic-goals-and-aichi-biodiversity-targets/>).

The BAP updated the original action plan within the NZBS 
(New Zealand Government New Zealand’s Fifth National 
Report to the United Nations Convention on Biological 
Diversity 2009-2013). The BAP also stated that Goal Three 
of the NZBS (“Halt the decline in New Zealand’s indigenous 
biodiversity”) remains relevant, and implicitly so do the 
NZBS’s 13 Principles for conserving and sustainably 
managing biodiversity (Table 2).

In 2015, New Zealand committed to the United Nations’ 
Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDG), which include 
several goals relevant to biodiversity: Goal 13 — Climate 
Action; Goal 14 — Life below Water; and Goal 15 — Life 
on Land (United Nations Sustainable Development Goals 
(2016)) (Table 2). To help nations give effect to Goal 14, 
the UN General Assembly resolved in December 2017 to 
proclaim a “Decade of Ocean Science” from 2021–2030 
(United Nations Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable 
Development (2021-2030) <www.en.unesco.org/ocean-
decade>).

The critical implication of this overview is that we have a 
solid foundation of international policy agreements and 
responsibilities, along with concordant national policies and 
statute amendments. However, Our marine environment 
2016 provides evidence that our biodiversity, the very 
nature we have been seeking to protect, has declined.

This points to a failure of actions that integrate and 
implement existing policy in a strategically effective and 
coordinated manner.

Meanwhile, the policy work continues. In 2017 development 
began on a National Policy Statement for indigenous 
biodiversity (NPS) to guide national implementation of 
RMA, s 30(1)(ga) for terrestrial and freshwater biodiversity 
on public and private land (Ministry for the Environment 
“Developing a national policy for indigenous biodiversity” 
(23 August 2017) <www.mfe.govt.nz/more/biodiversity/
national-policy-statement-biodiversity/about-national-
policy-statement>).

This is being done by an Iwi and stakeholder-led 
collaborative process, with the Ministry for the Environment 
(MfE) deciding to be an observer, along with other 
regulatory agencies, rather than providing direct leadership. 
This could run counter to Principle One of the NZBS, which 
requires Government leadership and direction (Table 2), 
given competing groups may attempt to negotiate policy to 
protect their interests at the expense of biodiversity (Örjan 
Bodin “Collaborative environmental governance: achieving 
action in social-ecological systems” (2017) 357 Science 659). 

Moreover, the Terms of Reference (ToR) for the process state 
the: “Government will give due consideration to proposals 
but will not be bound by the advice, options, proposals 
and/or recommendations of the group” (Biodiversity 
Collaborative Group “BCG Terms of Reference” (June 2017) 
< www.biodiversitynz.org>). There is a risk that this could 
echo the failure and subsequent recriminations of the Land 
and Water Forum. 

The successful development of the NPS will need to 
explicitly give effect to, and be guided by, our international 
obligations, as these apply to all levels of government 
in New Zealand. Otherwise the result will be open to 
challenge, which may further delay the implementation of 
the Earth Summit outcomes and worsen the prognosis for 
biodiversity.

The NPS purports to fill a gap around the consistent 
implementation of s 6c RMA to identify and protect 
habitats of significance to indigenous flora and fauna. 
In a companion article (this issue), we identify that 
maintaining biodiversity in the commons of our coastal 
marine environment must go beyond protecting habitats 
of significance to prevent further biodiversity decline.

The ToR state the group may also consider coastal 
ecosystems within the 12-nautical mile extent of the 
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territorial sea (emphasis added). If so, the NPS will therefore 
need to be consistent with Policy 11 NZCPS 2010. Marine 
biodiversity in the Exclusive Economic Zone is considered 
out of scope. 

We now turn to the state of biodiversity in our marine 
environment. 

OUR MARINE ENVIRONMENT 2016 —  
AN UNFOLDING ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS

Our marine environment 2016 confirmed what many 
marine scientists and communities have known for some 
time: that the ecologies of our coasts and oceans are under 
sustained pressure from our collective actions.

The report identified three major or ‘top’ issues: the first 
is that the chemical and physical properties of our oceans 
are changing, due to: increasing ocean acidification; higher 
sea-surface temperatures; rising sea-levels; and growing 
volumes of plastic.

Solutions to these problems will really challenge our kiwi 
ingenuity and there are some bright spots. But with global 
drivers of ecosystem change, we must reduce the stresses 
we can control to improve the adaptive capacity of our 
marine environments.

The second top issue identified in Our marine environment 
2016 is that many marine mammal and seabird species are 
under avoidable threat of extinction; and the third top issue 
is that the causes of coastal degradation from excessive 
nutrients, marine pests, fine sediment, and seabed 
disturbance are also able to be substantively avoided, 
remedied or effectively mitigated in many instances.

We can, and should, address these deleterious issues 
if we are to meet our national and international policy 
responsibilities and reverse the biodiversity decline, 
especially in coastal marine environments, as set out in 
Goal Three of the NZBS. The CBD identified that “it is vital 
to anticipate, prevent and attack the causes of significant 
reduction or loss of biological diversity at source.”

We contend that the primary cause of the avoidable 
decline in marine biodiversity since the Earth Summit is a 
systemic failure of implementation, and not a lack of clear 
policy (c.f. Palmer (2015)).

We suggest that the failure of policy implementation has a 
number of interacting causes; including:

• confusion about what “maintain” means in an ecological 
context of maintaining biodiversity;

• conflating biodiversity with solely diversity within and 
between species, when it includes ecological complexes;

• the omission of a statutory definition of “ecological 
complex” in the RMA;

• a misconception that protecting significant habitats 
(RMA, s 6c), as done voluntarily on land, is also sufficient 
to maintain biodiversity in the commons that is our 
marine environment; and

• widespread lack of awareness of the ecological 
connectivity of our oceans.

We address these points in our companion article: 
“What it Means to “Maintain” Biodiversity in the Marine 
Environment” (this issue).

There are, of course, other factors that have contributed to 
the systemic failure to protect our oceans evident in Our 
marine environment. For example:

• institutional inertia in working together and with 
communities to maintain biodiversity;

• disputed institutional jurisdiction, resulting in sub-
optimal outcomes for biodiversity (see Sally Gepp and 
Madeleine Wright “Marine biodiversity and taonga 
species: slipping through the cracks” (2017) RMJ 15);

• inconsistency in definitions of biodiversity between key 
pieces of environmental legislation, and in the weight 
that different decision makers are required to give to 
maintain biodiversity under different acts;

• lack of clear statutory accountability for implementing 
the Goals and Principles of the NZBS;

• lack of awareness at the regional level of our international 
biodiversity obligations;

• issues with implementation of Policy 11 NZCPS, including 
poorly resourced councils and demanding information 
requirements (Department of Conservation Review of 
the effect of the NZCPS 2010 on RMA decision-making 
(June 2017)).

• relatively little investment, particular for the size of our 
marine environment, in gathering underpinning scientific 
information on which to base sound management 
decisions or to inform the development of ecosystem-
based management that sustains biodiversity;

• the burden of evidence to demonstrate adverse effects 

falling mainly on regulatory authorities, counter to 
Principle Seven of the NZBS and Principle 16 of the Rio 
Declaration;

• empowered vested interests, disenfranchised 
communities; and

• political will.

We note that these issues are not new (Parliamentary 
Commissioner for the Environment Setting course for a 
sustainable future: the management of New Zealand’s 
marine environment (November 1999)) and were to be 
addressed by the (failed) development of an Oceans 
Policy in the early-mid 2000s (Wren Green and Bruce 

Clarkson “Turning the Tide? A Review of the New Zealand 
Biodiversity Strategy Themes, The Synthesis Report” 
(report to the Biodiversity Chief Executives 2005)).

We observe that the Environmental Reporting Act 2015 
enables the Parliamentary Commissioner for the 
Environment to discuss the implications of Our marine 
environment 2016 and to recommend responses to the 
report’s findings. 

However, in New Zealand only a Royal Commission can be 
imbued with the power to make binding recommendations 
on the state and future of our estuaries, harbours, coasts, 
and oceans.

Continued

Table 1: Definitions of key terms associated with biological diversity (biodiversity) in the RMA, NZBS, CBD 
and FA. 

Note: Ecological complex is not formally defined anywhere. “Sustainable use” is also not defined in the Fisheries Act, instead 
“sustainability measure” is defined as an action under Part 3 to ensure sustainability.

Resource Management Act 
1991: (Section 2)

Convention on Biological  
Diversity 1992: 

NZ Biodiversity Strategy 2000: 
Glossary

Fisheries Act 1996: (Section 2)

Biological diversity means 
the variability among living 
organisms, and the ecological 
complexes of which they are a 
part, including diversity within 
species, between species, and 
of ecosystems

Ecosystem — not defined — 
but see Intrinsic values

Intrinsic values, in relation 
to ecosystems, means those 
aspects of ecosystems and 
their constituent parts which 
have value in their own right, 
including—

(a) their biological and genetic 
diversity; and

(b) the essential characteristics 
that determine an ecosystem’s 
integrity, form, functioning, and 
resilience

Habitat — not defined

Sustainable use — defined 
in section 5 RMA sustainable 
management

Biological diversity means the 
variability among living  
organisms from all sources 
including, inter alia,  
terrestrial, marine and other 
aquatic ecosystems and the  
ecological complexes of which 
they are part: this includes 
diversity within species, between 
species and of ecosystems.

Ecosystem means a dynamic 
complex of plant, animal and 
micro-organism communities 
and their non-living environment 
interacting as a functional unit.

Habitat means the place or type 
of site where an organism or 
population naturally occurs.

Sustainable use means the use 
of components of  
biological diversity in a way and 
at a rate that does not lead to 
the long-term decline of  
biological diversity, thereby 
maintaining its potential to meet 
the needs and aspirations of 
present and future generations

Biological diversity: (Same 
as the 1992 Convention on 
Biological Diversity) 

Also included are definitions of 
genetic diversity, species  
diversity, and ecological  
(ecosystem) diversity

Ecosystem: An interacting 
system of living and non- 
living parts such as sunlight, air, 
water, minerals and nutrients. 
Ecosystems can be small 
and short-lived, for example, 
water-filled tree holes or rotting 
logs on a forest floor, or large 
and long-lived such as forests 
or lakes.

Habitat: (Same as the  
Convention on Biological 
Diversity).

Sustainable use: (Same as the 
1992 Convention on Biological 
Diversity).

Biological diversity means the 
variability among living 
 organisms, including diversity 
within species, between species, 
and of ecosystems.

Aquatic ecosystem means any 
system of interacting aquatic life 
within its natural and physical 
environment

Aquatic environment: (a) means 
the natural and biological  
resources comprising any aquatic 
ecosystem; and (b) includes all 
aquatic life and the oceans, seas, 
coastal areas, inter-tidal areas, 
estuaries, rivers, lakes, and other 
places where aquatic life exists

Aquatic life: (a) means any  
species of plant or animal life 
that, at any stage in its life histo-
ry, must inhabit water, whether 
living or dead; and (b) includes 
seabirds (whether or not in the 
aquatic environment)

Habitat and Intrinsic values — 
not defined

www.rmla.org.nz
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Table 2: Selected goals, targets and implementation principles for international and national agreements. 

Although there is broad alignment, the New Zealand Biodiversity Action Plan does not clearly show how the proposed actions 
will effectively implement the NZBS and UNSDG in a coherent and integrated way (see text). 

NZ Biodiversity Strategy Convention on Biological Diversity Strategic 
Plan – Goals for 2010–2020 and selected 
targets in NZ’s Biodiversity Action Plan 

2016–20

United Nations Sustainable Development 
Goals

Goal One: Community and individual 
action, responsibility and benefits

Goal Two: Treaty of Waitangi

Goal Three: Halt the decline in NZ’s  
indigenous biodiversity

Principle One: Governance

The Government is responsible for  
direction and leadership

Principle Three: Collective and Ethical 
Responsibilities

All New Zealanders depend on  
biodiversity and have a responsibility for its 
conservation and sustainable use beyond 
their own needs

Principle Four: Working Together

The conservation and sustainable use of 
New Zealand’s biodiversity require  
individuals and public agencies to work 
together

Principle Seven: Internalising 
 Environmental Costs

Where an activity imposes adverse effects 
on biodiversity, the costs of mitigating or 
remedying those impacts should be borne 
by those benefiting from the activity.

Principle Ten: Sustainable Use

Conserving biodiversity is a priority, but 
does not preclude its use, where this use is 
ecologically sustainable and does not result 
in the long-term decline of 
biodiversity.

Goal A: Address the underlying causes of 
biodiversity loss by mainstreaming  
biodiversity across government and society

National Target 3: Biodiversity is integrated 
into national and local strategies, policies, 
plans and reporting.

Goal B: Reduce the direct pressures on  
biodiversity and promote sustainable use.

National Target 5: Biodiversity is integrated 
into New Zealand’s fisheries management 
system.

National Target 6: Improved  
understanding of the impacts of climate 
change on biodiversity informs better 
management of vulnerable ecosystems and 
indigenous species.

Goal C: To improve the status of biodiversity 
by safeguarding ecosystems, species and 
genetic diversity

National Target 13: A growing nationwide 
network of marine protected areas,  
representing more of NZ’s marine  
ecosystems.

Goal D: Enhance the benefits to all from 
biodiversity and ecosystem services.

Goal E: Enhance implementation through 
participatory planning, knowledge  
management and capacity building.

Goal 13: Climate Action: Take urgent 
action to combat climate change and its 
impacts.

Goal 14: Life Below Water: Conserve and 
sustainably use the oceans, seas and ma-
rine resources for sustainable  
development.

Target 14.1: By 2025, prevent and signifi-
cantly reduce marine pollution of all kinds, 
in particular from land-based activities, 
including marine debris and nutrient 
pollution.

Target 14.2: By 2020, sustainably manage 
and protect marine and coastal  
ecosystems to avoid significant adverse 
impacts, including by strengthening 
their resilience, and take action for their 
restoration in order to achieve healthy and 
productive oceans.

Target 14.4: By 2020, effectively regulate 
harvesting and end overfishing, illegal, 
unreported and unregulated fishing and 
destructive fishing practices…

Goal 15: Life on Land: Protect restore and 
promote sustainable use of terrestrial  
ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, 
combat desertification, and halt and  
reverse land degradation and halt  
biodiversity loss.

INTRODUCTION

The Convention of Biological Diversity (CBD) is fundamental 
to protecting and maintaining life on Earth.

It arose out of the Rio Earth Summit in 1992. The global 
community affirmed the importance of biological diversity 
(“biodiversity”) for its own intrinsic value and for humanity’s 
sustainable use.

The CBD defined biodiversity (at art 2) as:

“[T]he variability among living organisms from all 
sources including, inter alia, terrestrial, marine 
and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological 
complexes of which they are part: this includes 
diversity within species, between species and of 
ecosystems.” (bold added for emphasis)

The Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) and the The 
New Zealand Biodiversity Strategy (February 2000) (NZBS) 
have similar definitions, but the Fisheries Act 1996 omitted 
the ecological complexes component.

In part one, we identified that this inconsistency in 
statutory definitions is an important factor contributing to 
the unfolding biodiversity crisis in the marine environment.

In this article, we focus on the definition of ecological 
complexes, and their crucial importance in maintaining 
biodiversity and ecological function, which are inextricably 
linked.

This is because biodiversity is much broader than just the 
variety of life.

We also consider the importance and necessity of intact 
ecological complexes for safeguarding the life-supporting 
capacity of ecosystems, and the abundant services that 
healthy ecosystems provide.

This does not preclude use and development of biodiversity 
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provided ecological functions, such as nutrient cycling, 
carbon sequestration, primary productivity, and habitat 
formation remain. 

Many elements of biodiversity, but particularly elements 
of ecosystem function, are essential for resilience and 
adaptation to climate change, contaminants, and invasive 
species. 

We take our analysis further by looking at the ecological 
definitions of maintain, restore, and enhance. This is 
because there has potentially been a misunderstanding 
and conflating of these terms in a planning context, which 
may be contributing to the ongoing decline of biodiversity.

Our aim in reframing these definitions is to see biodiversity 
become universally accepted as an essential contributor 
to the life-supporting capacity of ecosystems in achieving 
s 5(2) of the RMA. 

We suggest it is necessary to move beyond the current 
predominant focus on protecting significant species and 
habitats (RMA, s 6(c)) as being sufficient to meet our 
biodiversity obligations.

We demonstrate this in the marine environment, where 
intact ecological complexes between significant habitats 
are essential to maintain biodiversity and ecosystem life-
supporting capacity, given the connectivity of biological, 
chemical, and oceanographic processes in our seas.

ECOLOGICAL COMPLEXES

The RMA does not define ecological complex or ecosystem, 
nor does it define habitat. Ecosystem is included as part 
of the definition of environment, and is acknowledged 
as having “constituent parts, including people and 
communities” (RMA, s 2).

Intrinsic values of ecosystems are defined in the RMA 
as those aspects which have value in their own right, 
including biological and genetic diversity and the essential 
characteristics that determine an ecosystem’s integrity, 
form, functioning, and resilience.

What is an ecosystem? The NZBS defines it as “[an] 
interacting system of living and non-living parts such as 
sunlight, air, water, minerals and nutrients” (at 138); and 
ecosystems can be small and ephemeral, or long-lived and 
large scale.

This is distinct from habitat, which the CBD defines as “the 

place or type of site where an organism or population 
naturally occurs” (art 2). Note that this definition does not 
preclude a habitat being defined by a structure-forming 
species such as a kelp forest or a shellfish bed.

The implication is that ecosystems are process-based 
in concept, so they do not intrinsically have specific 
geographic boundaries, whereas habitats generally do. 
Habitats can vary in size for different species; for example, 
blue whale habitat is oceanic in scale, whereas the New 
Zealand king shag habitat is distinctly geographic as it is 
endemic to Marlborough.

Clearly then the definition of biodiversity in the RMA is 
more encompassing than just the variety of life – it includes 
the diversity of ecosystems and their living and non-living 
components. In addition, the intrinsic values of a diversity 
of ecosystems include a human element, as well as the 
characteristics or processes that shape and maintain each 
ecosystem.

Section 5 of the RMA requires the life-supporting capacity 
of ecosystems to be safeguarded. Life-supporting capacity 
can be assessed by an understanding of the ecological 
complex component of biological diversity.

In the ecological literature, a consensus has emerged that 
ecological complexes are created by the actions of species 
or groups of species. These functions include nutrient 
cycling, sediment stabilisation, carbon sequestration, 
biomass production, bioturbation, and decomposition.

Some species in the marine environment can also form 
habitats for other species (see examples in Figure 1), from:

•	 living tissue (for example, kelp);

•	 exoskeletons (for example, horse mussels);

•	 secretions of calcium carbonate from colonial 
animals (for example, tubeworm reefs); and

•	 movement or feeding in the seabed (for example, 
burrows, holes, or mounds).

Clusters of these species provide establishment sites, 
refuges from predation, and feeding areas for different 
trophic levels from algae, marine invertebrates, and fish.

The ecological functions that these species provide go 
beyond merely providing resources for fisheries, as they 
are essential for the healthy functioning of ecosystems. 
Without these ecological complexes, there would be less 
diversity within and between species.

Biodiversity is therefore interdependent with, and integral 
to, ecological functioning, which results in different types 
of ecosystem services provided to nature and humans. 

These include provisioning services, such as fish, shellfish 
and marine invertebrates (for example, sea cucumbers 

and kina) used or consumed by humans; and regulating 
services, such as shellfish beds filtering sediment from 
the water column, and sequestering carbon via primary 
production and the burial of carbon in marine sediments.

Sponges in high-current area Pelorus Sound (Photo: 
Danny Boulton);

Cobble habitat with anemones, outer Sounds (Photo: 
Rob Davidson);

Bryozoans, D’Urville Island (Photo: Rob Davidson)

Horse mussel bed in outer Sounds (Photo: NIWA)

Figure 1: Examples of subtidal biogenic habitats in Marlborough. 
Fish are circled in red where indistinct.

Individual species are often important in delivering 
ecosystem functions. However, recent syntheses of multiple 
scientific studies show that biodiversity, as in the collective 
effect of multiple different species, influences and delivers 
multiple ecosystem functions. 

The more diverse a biological community, generally the 
more stable ecosystem function is through time (Bradley 
J Cardinale and others “Biodiversity loss and its impact on 
humanity” (2012) 486 Nature 59).
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To encapsulate the importance of ecological complexes, 
we propose the following definition:

Interaction of species with their physical and 
chemical environment at densities that result in 
ecological functioning, including biogeochemical 
processes and habitat provision, that is necessary 
for safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of an 
ecosystem.

We suggest this captures the processes that create the 
dynamic interactions between species and ecosystems, 
which together form a complex of ecological interactions 
and functions. This definition bridges the gap between 
habitats and ecosystems, makes clear the role of species 
in providing habitat, and does not duplicate either CBD 
definition (see Table 1 in the companion article).

We also suggest that ecological functioning created by 
different trophic levels of species provides ecosystems with 
their “essential characteristics”, as referred to in the RMA 
definition of intrinsic values.

The last part of our definition reflects the interconnectedness 
of ecosystems between domains. For example, safeguarding 
the capacity of seabed ecosystems to sequester carbon 
by protecting them from physical disturbance assists in 
ameliorating the effects of rising carbon in the atmosphere.

This linkage between ecosystems is an example of 
“multi-scale functionality”, as these interrelationships 
operate across time and at different spatial scales; and 
their importance is becoming increasingly recognised by 
scientists (Forest Isbell and others “Linking the influence 
and dependence of people on biodiversity across scales” 
(2017) 546 Nature 65).

This raises the question of the multi-scale and global 
consequences to carbon sequestration from repeated 
habitat damage to New Zealand’s seabed ecological 
complexes over millions of hectares (Ministry for the 
Environment Our Marine Environment 2016 (October 
2016); and Steve Urlich “A national issue of international 
significance: seabed disturbance in our marine waters” 
(April 2017 RMJ 13).

MAINTAINING, RESTORING AND ENHANCING 
BIODIVERSITY 

Maintenance of biodiversity requires protecting ecological 
complexes.

The biological traits that allow species to form habitats 
for others also frequently make them more sensitive to 
disturbances caused by human activities.

Biodiversity has declined in our marine environment as 
these biogenic habitat patches get reduced in size or 
eliminated over large areas, thereby reducing ecological 
functioning and diminishing the provision of multiple 
ecosystem services.

We have seen an apparent confusion about what “maintain” 
means in an ecological sense. We note that “maintain” has 
been interpreted by regulators as maintaining the status 
quo.

However, historical literature reviews and paleo-ecological 
research in New Zealand show that public perceptions of 
many marine ecosystems suffer from “sliding baselines”, 
though sometimes changes in biodiversity are abrupt, not 
gradual.

We contend that “maintain” in an ecological sense must 
be about protecting ecological functioning over time.

Without this distinction “maintain” becomes the same as 
holding the ecosystem in a deteriorating, or a degraded, 
state. This is not consistent in our view with the RMA 
definition of biodiversity or safeguarding life-supporting 
capacity, nor does it meet international obligations and 
national policy.

Further, we suggest it is not ecologically meaningful to 
substitute the definition of “enhance” or “restore” for 
“maintain”.

Table 1 shows that maintenance is about taking action to 
safeguard life-supporting capacity, and enhancement and 
restoration are two different approaches to returning to 
natural conditions.

This is a crucial distinction that requires regulators to take 
action to ameliorate or remove the effects of the stressors 
which have resulted in the conditions outlined in Our 
Marine Environment.

Table 1: Definitions of maintain, enhance and restore relevant to biodiversity from The New Shorter Oxford 
Dictionary 1993 and ecological definitions, along with applied examples.

Term Dictionary Definition Ecological Definition Example 1 Example 2 Example 3

Maintain To preserve or retain, 
cause to continue in 
being (a state of affairs, 
a condition, an activity, 
etc.); keep vigorous, 
effective, or  
unimpaired; to guard 
from loss or deterio-
ration.

Take action to preserve 
or retain natural species 
diversity (including 
foundational species) 
from loss and keep the 
functioning of ecologi-
cal complexes effective 
and unimpaired from 
deterioration.

Prevent habitat 
disturbance to 
intact mussel reefs at 
known specific sites.

Prevent habitat 
disturbance to soft 
sediment habitats 
to enable ecological 
functioning to recover 
at an ecosystem scale.

Implement more 
stringent rules on  
forest harvesting, 
earthworks, and 
replanting to reduce 
excess sedimenta-
tion into estuaries 
and enable ecolog-
ical functioning to 
recover. 

Enhance To raise in degree, 
heighten, intensify (a 
quality, attribute, etc.).

Facilitate recruitment, 
coexistence and suc-
cessional processes by 
stabilising ecological 
functioning through 
time.

Infilling of existing 
reefs and expansion 
from edges after 
action to maintain.

Expansion of biogenic 
species and succes-
sion to 3-dimensional 
complex structures.

Shellfish beds  
expand as storms 
flush out estuaries 
over time as sedi-
ment inputs reduce. 

Restore Bring back or re-estab-
lish; return something 
to a former condition 
or place.

Re-establish species or 
habitat by direct action.

Place live mussels on 
the seabed to create 
new reefs.

New habitats establish 
due to increased larval 
mass from intact & 
enhanced areas.

Replant saltmarsh 
and seagrass to  
replace lost habitat.

Figure 2: Graphical depictions of the hierarchical relationship between actions to meet our biodiversity 
obligations and safeguard life-supporting capacity of ecosystems.

This analysis puts maintaining biodiversity in its broadest 
sense as necessary for safeguarding life-supporting 
capacity of ecosystems. This relationship is depicted 
graphically in Figure 2.

We conclude that maintenance of biodiversity in the 
marine environment requires regulatory action to avoid, 

remedy or mitigate any adverse effect of human activity on 
species diversity, ecological complexes, and the essential 
characteristics of ecosystems. That is to say, taking action 
to ameliorate or remove the effects of the stressor has the 
consequence of maintaining biodiversity.
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DISTURBANCE, CONNECTIVITY AND RMA 
SECTION 6(C)

Repeated disturbance not only impacts on the resilience 
of ecosystems, it can also damage the form (i.e., structure), 
and degrade ecosystem functioning (Simon F Thrush and  
Paul K Dayton “Disturbance to marine benthic habitats by 
trawling and dredging: implications for marine biodiversity” 
(2002) 33 Annual Review of Ecology and Systematics 449).

This is now widely accepted in many situations: “There is 
now unequivocal evidence that biodiversity loss reduces 
the efficiency by which ecological communities capture 
biologically essential resources, produce biomass, 
decompose and recycle biologically essential nutrients.” 
(Bradley J Cardinale and others “Biodiversity loss and its 
impact on humanity” (2012) 486 Nature 59).

The two most significant forms of disturbance in our coastal 
marine environment are sedimentation from land and 
marine activities; and physical habitat disturbance.

Sediment from land and marine activities reduces primary 
productivity and ecological functioning in three ways: (1) 
inhibiting light transmission through the water column, 
meaning there is less light available for seabed plants to 
photosynthesise; (2) reducing the capability of many species 
to feed effectively; and (3) falling onto the seabed.

Excessive sedimentation can smother seabed ecosystems, 
killing flora and fauna, and preventing exchanges of nutrients 
and oxygen between the seafloor and water components of 
the ecosystem (Simon F Thrush and others “Muddy waters: 
elevating sediment input to coastal and estuarine habitats” 
(2004) 2 Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment 299).

Biogenic-habitat forming species are particularly vulnerable 
to physical disturbance. Often these species are long-lived, 
slow growing and have poorly dispersing larvae making 
them susceptible to functional extinction with regard to their 
ability to provide habitat and ecosystem services.

When thinking about the consequences of disturbance to 
any one patch of habitat on the seafloor, it is necessary 
to also consider how different patches of habitat can be 
ecologically connected. This is essential if we seek to allow 
seafloor communities to recover between different types of 
disturbance events. This ecological connectivity can be very 
important for individual species and for biodiversity.

Many seafloor species reproduce by releasing sperm and 
eggs into the water, and for individuals at low density 
the probability of fertilization is low. For some species 
successful recruitment of post-larval life stages back to the 
seafloor requires mass settlement and again low densities 

limit the potential to create these large swarms of larvae in 
the water column.

In both circumstances we need to have sufficient habitat 
patches with high densities of adults to provide the necessary 
source of colonists.

As well as considering the ecological connectivity of 
individual species, research has shown that maintaining high 
biodiversity in some habitat patches enhances the recovery 
of disturbed patches within the region. As these high 
diversity source patches become increasingly isolated by 
disturbance their ability to play this role in rescuing disturbed 
patches decreases (Simon F Thrush and others “When small 
changes matter: the role of cross-scale interactions between 
habitat and ecological connectivity in recovery” (2013) 23 
Ecological Applications 226).

When changes in the frequency and extent of disturbance 
outstrip the recovery potential of resident organisms, the 
selective loss of species contributes to habitat loss and 
fragmentation across the seafloor. This phenomenon 
highlights the importance of managing cumulative impacts 
on the seafloor, not only at habitats considered significant 
but across the Coastal Marine Area (CMA).

Policy 7(2) of the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 
(Department of Conservation, November 2010) directs 
councils to identify coastal processes, resources and values 
that are under threat or at significant risk from adverse 
cumulative effects; and manage those effects on biodiversity. 

In our view, this requires managing disturbance across the 
CMA to safeguard ecological functioning as fundamental 
coastal processes. Policy 7(2) enables that to be done by 
spatial planning to set thresholds or specify acceptable limits 
to change to avoid activities causing cumulative effects.

We conclude that marine biodiversity will not be maintained 
if there is a sole focus on s 6(c) RMA sites to achieve our 
statutory requirements and policy objectives, and our 
international obligations.

We suggest that this is not a paradigm shift, rather an 
acknowledgment that the focus on s 6(c) RMA “protection 
of significant habitats” has represented a collective 
misunderstanding of biodiversity and how to maintain it.

In the common ownership of our seas, we believe it to be 
of fundamental importance to manage activities within and 
between significant sites to maintain biodiversity.

It is also through a clearer understanding of biodiversity, and 
what it means to maintain it, that regulatory agencies can be 
empowered to finally deliver on the spirit and promise of the 
Earth Summit.

BOOK REVIEW 
PLANNING PRACTICE IN NEW ZEALAND

Planning Practice in New Zealand (LexisNexis, Wellington, 
2017) is edited by Caroline Miller and Lee Beattie, planning 
academics with considerable practical experience. The 
book is designed to address “how planning is practised 
in New Zealand on a day-to-day basis”, providing a 
“comprehensive introduction to, and discussion of, all 
aspects of planning in New Zealand” (at xix). In these aims 
it is successful. It is deliberately not annotated legislation 
or a legal guide, though clearly it touches on the Resource 
Management Act 1991 (RMA) and other legislation at a 
number of points. The contributors are a combination of 
academics and practitioners, and each chapter provides a 
concise introduction to its subject matter, without being 
over-detailed. I approached the book as a lawyer, who 
does some RMA work, some subdivision work, and who 
has completed some planning study. One of my particular 
areas of interest was how the various writers describe the 
activity and field of planning.

The book is in two parts, totaling 19 chapters. At the 
outset, Caroline Miller provides an overview and historical 
introduction, tracking through (for example) Ebenezer 
Howard, Māori land use, and the role of surveyors in town 
layout after European settlement, through the Town-planning 
Act 1926, the Town and Country Planning Acts of 1953 and 
1977, and to the RMA. This introduction is both quick and 
lively. Lee Beattie then covers the structure and purpose of 
the RMA, including local government responsibilities, pt 2 of 
the RMA, and types of resource consents, before moving on 
to plan making in chapter 3. As Beattie puts it: “Plan making 
under the RMA ultimately involves helping communities 
develop planning policy, and it constructs a form of a social 
contract between community members” (at 34). This kind of 
statement is entirely appropriate for a text of this type, but 
can also be seen as idealistic rather than critical. It becomes 
clear that Beattie favours evidence-based planning, though 
apart from being planning based on evidence (rather than 
normative values) it is not entirely clear what this is, or how 
planners should weigh up competing evidence. There is 
a useful outline of the rational plan-making model, plan-
making logic, s 32 reports, and sch 1. There are obvious 
constraints in an overview chapter of this nature, but one 
is left feeling that the sch 1 process could have been 
considered in more detail, including as to whether the 
process matches the theory which has just been outlined.

Beattie moves on to a chapter, co-authored with Ian 
Munro, on the life of a resource consent (chapter 4). 
Noting that resource consents may be the “hardest” part 
of the RMA process (at 49) invites the question raised by 
the Productivity Commission, as to why consent planning 
is often seen as less prestigious than policy planning 
(see Better Urban Planning, 2017 at 409–410), but 
unfortunately the commentary does not address this point. 
However, the chapter does an excellent job of highlighting 
this complexity, tracking through the Assessment of 
Environmental Effects notification, substantive decision 
making and conditions of consent, decisions, and report 
writing. Interactions with others are canvassed: planners 
should not see themselves as quasi-lawyers (at 50), traffic 
engineer input may be required, and site visits are useful 
(at 54–55). Overall, planners are given, or placed in, “a 
unique role in that they can evaluate the significance 
and scale of other professional experts’ opinion …. The 
planner is expected to understand all relevant evidence” 
(at 63). We are reminded that the resource consent process 
cannot fix the relevant Plan, and that scope is important. 
The minefield of notification (including the permitted 
baseline) gets three crisp pages, echoing the concerns 
about constraints of space highlighted above. However, an 
efficient combination of brevity and comprehensiveness is 
achieved.

When the book moves through chapters on designation 
and heritage orders (chapter 5), and a helpful outline of 
decision-making approaches in planning (chapter 6), I was 
left thinking that chapters 2 to 4 could usefully have been 
allowed more space. That is, the relative attention to these 
topics, versus the earlier ones, seems misplaced. That said, 
both are good chapters, and the decision-making chapter 
provides an excellent outline of the balance between 
economic issues, legislative process, consultation, and 
practical realities. To my mind, the significant King 
Salmon decision (Environmental Defence Society Inc v 
The New Zealand King Salmon Co Ltd [2014] NZSC 38, 
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[2014] 1 NZLR 593) gets too little attention (at 101), but the 
point has already been made that this book is a concise 
overview, and is not intended as a legal text. Chapter 
7 deals with enforcement and compliance, and is very 
practical, and chapter 8 covers monitoring and evaluation, 
but is more normative and aspirational, acknowledging 
that plan effectiveness monitoring and evaluation is “still 
in its infancy” (at 133). The comment at the end of chapter 
8 that development of monitoring skills will “restore public 
faith in planning” (at 133) suggests this has been lost: a 
relatively emotive comment among a series of chapters 
that have emphasised rationality, the importance of 
evidence, and good decisions.

Beattie returns to provide an overview of resource consent 
appeals and referrals (chapter 9), with special reference 
to the role of the planner. The fact that legal advice is 
recommended from the outset of the chapter perhaps 
reinforces the view that activities that have planners at 
their core (such as plan-making and dealing with resource 
consents) deserve more attention than more involved 
issues of litigation process, but again, the chapter is direct, 
concise, and a valuable overview.

Part 2 of the book then considers a range of more specialist 
topics, such as planning under the Local Government 
Act 2002 (chapter 10), and natural hazards planning 
(chapter 11), with a useful discussion of the importance 
of incorporating science into planning, and excellent 
examples from around the country. A number of chapters 
make normative points. So, for example, chapter 14, on 
“Planning and Urban Design”, suggests that the description 
of urban design in the New Zealand Urban Design Protocol 
may be overly broad and too inclusive (at 207), and 
chapter 12, on “Taiao Toitū: Māori and Planning” observes 
that “[r]elationships between Māori and local authorities 
require further maturing of trust” (at 188). Chapter 15, on 
transportation planning, notes that “New Zealand lacks 
innovative funding mechanisms”, and goes on to suggest 
how this might change (at 224), while also noting “[t]here 
is a need to broaden the scope of the National Policy 
Statement on Urban Development Capacity”. Overall, 
the chapters on specialist topics are more normative and 
reform-minded than those in part 1 of the book.

There is therefore some unevenness of approach between 
some of the chapters, which is probably inevitable in a 
work involving contributions from different authors. I have 

noted above the juxtaposition of the practical and the 
normative, and the unevenness is also apparent in some 
of the chapters on specific topics. Chapter 12, “Taiao 
Toitū: Māori and Planning” focuses on structural aspects 
of Māori planning issues, such as the legislative context, 
iwi management plans, joint management agreements, 
and so on. Conversely, chapter 13, on “Rural Planning 
Issues” has extensive comment on practical issues, such as 
“learning what brings a rural community together” (at 192). 
A greater level of consistency on the inclusion of practical 
points would have been useful. 

Chapter 16 discusses urban land economics, starting with 
the basics of economic terminology. This chapter considers 
some basic models, while also suggesting that planning 
is often a “convenient scapegoat” for political issues (at 
236), but then proceeds to debate capital gains and the 
rental market, without references. It is useful to highlight 
the complexity of issues around housing supply (which are 
not the sole responsibility of planners or planning), but the 
discussion perhaps understates that planning decisions can 
have a broader economic impact. Chapter 17 contains a 
good outline of heritage issues, emphasising that heritage 
is not just a ‘“nice to have’ optional extra” (at 251). I have 
a particular interest in subdivision, but found chapter 18, 
which covers this topic, one of the weaker chapters. There 
is a brief introduction on the Torrens system and tenure, 
and the central role of the surveyor in subdivision projects is 
discussed. One topical issue is the extent to which planning 
templates may apply to subdivision rules in District Plans in 
future, but this is not mentioned; nor is the Land Transfer 
Act 2017. There are some minor but unfortunate errors, 
such as the notion (at 266) that a principal unit can include 
an accessory unit (the two are distinct; more correctly, a 
computer unit title register can include both a principal 
unit and one or more accessory units), and reference to 
the role of District Land Registrar (with these functions now 
under the Registrar-General of Land). 

Chapter 19 concludes the book with an outline of 
professional planning in practice. This begins by 
highlighting a theme throughout the book: that planners 
must work with others, such as lawyers, surveyors, 
architects, engineers, and landscape architects. As is clear 
from some of the comments above, I was also interested 
in how planners define their role. Though planners work 
with others, here, in an expansive claim of professional 

space, it is said that “only planners themselves are faced 
with the tasks of creating solutions that are acceptable 
to and reflect the expectations of the individual and the 
community as a whole, both now and in the future” (at 267). 
There is a recognition that planners are not just generalists 
who play the role of “coordinator or intermediary” and that 
planners should be able to “articulate a clear statement 
of their unique knowledge base” (at 270). The role of the 
New Zealand Planning Institute, mentors, relationships 
with other planners, and conflict of interest issues all get 
attention. To paraphrase the outline in para 19.11, planners 
mediate liveability among different resource users. 
However, this ignores the important leadership role that 
planners increasingly play, the powers they can exercise, 
and the impacts that their decisions can have. It might have 
been appropriate to quote Jane Jacobs, a non-planner 
who was very critical of planners’ current wisdom, or some 
of the broad literature on planning and power.

These are minor criticisms: this is a very useful book. It is well 
laid out, with a good index (though an important term like 
“permitted baseline”, which appears at 58, is not included 
in the index). As noted above, the chapters are short and 
concise. The coverage is as comprehensive as space allows: 
there are few important topics that are missing entirely. A 
book like this will also sacrifice depth to coverage, and as 
noted above, some topics could have been given more 
space. There are also times at which I wished the role of the 
planner had been approached more critically. 

We can assume that the intended audience is students and 
beginning planners, though I believe those who interface 
with planners (such as surveyors and lawyers) will also 
get a lot of benefit from this book, both substantively, 
and in understanding how planners approach things. As 
an overview of the profession and its practices, this is an 
excellent and valuable text.
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RECENT CASES
DILWORTH TRUST BOARD V ATTORNEY-
GENERAL [2017] NZHC 2987

Introduction and background

The Dilworth Trust Board (Dilworth) sought a declaration 
from the High Court that land beneath the New Zealand 
Transport Agency’s (NZTA) Newmarket Viaduct in Auckland 
(Viaduct), which had been previously acquired from 
Dilworth, should be offered back to it under s 40 of the 
Public Works Act 1981 (PWA).

Dilworth accepted that the offer back would exclude the 
Viaduct itself, the airspace immediately below it, and 
the land on which the Viaduct’s piers sat, which was still 
required for the public work. Dilworth also accepted that 
any offer back would be subject to encumbrances allowing 
access to, and restrictions on, the land necessary for NZTA 
to carry out required inspection and maintenance of the 
Viaduct. However, Dilworth sought that the balance of the 
land which was no longer required by NZTA should be 
offered back to it.

Decision

The Court framed its analysis around the established 
criteria that are looked to when determining whether land 
is to be offered back under s 40, being:

(a) Is the land being held for a public work?

(b) If so, is the land no longer required for that   
 public work?

(c) If so, is the land required either for any other 
 public work or for any exchange under section 
 105 of the PWA?

The Court held that if the answer to all three questions was 
“no”, the land must be offered back unless it would be 
impracticable, unreasonable or unfair to do so or there has 
been a significant change in the character of the land.

As a preliminary point, the Court noted that the Crown is 
able to acquire interests in land under s 31 of the PWA 
that amount to less than freehold (for example, rights in the 
subsoil, as occurred with the Waterview Tunnel). The Court 
held that the offer back provisions should therefore also 
apply to interests in land, such that if an interest in land is 
no longer required by the Crown, it should be offered back 

to the original owner under s 40.

There was no dispute that the Dilworth land had previously 
been held for a public work (the Viaduct). The central issue 
was therefore whether the land was no longer required for 
that public work. The Court held that the land underneath 
the Viaduct, excluding the land referred to above, was no 
longer required by NZTA and should be considered for 
disposal under s 40, subject to the resolution of question 
(c) above.  

In doing so, the Court confirmed previous authority that 
“required” does not mean “used”, so as not to prevent the 
acquisition and/or retention of land for the future proofing 
of projects, provided there is a clear plan or “degree of 
commitment” to utilise the land in the future. The Court 
appears to have implicitly taken the view that transport 
infrastructure is represented by its current physical 
manifestation, rather than as a transport corridor that may 
need to adapt to future demands (at least in the absence 
of a clear proposal). Plans to eventually expand or replace 
the Viaduct in the future, within the acquired corridor, did 
not meet that test.

The Court also held that determining whether land is 
required for a public work involves an objective, rather than 
subjective, analysis. As such, NZTA’s view as to whether 
the land beneath the Viaduct was still required was not 
determinative and could be displaced by the Court’s own 
objective assessment. In this particular case, the Court held 
that the public work was completed and did not require 
the ongoing use of the land beneath it. The Court based 
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this determination on evidence that NZTA had been 
prepared to offer developed 99-year leases of the land, as 
well as evidence that the airspace retention and proposed 
encumbrances would be sufficient to enable inspection 
and maintenance of the Viaduct. The Court considered 
that, if the Viaduct needed to be replaced in the future, the 
land could simply be reacquired by NZTA.

Comment 

In considering whether land held for a public work is still 
required under s 40, regard has not generally been had 
to whether particular interests in that land may no longer 
be required for the public work. Generally, the question is 
whether the freehold interest in the land is required. If it is, 
the freehold and all other lesser interests are retained. This 
decision directs acquiring authorities to undertake a more 
nuanced assessment when considering whether offer back 
applies. Specifically, if some interest in land held for a 
public work is no longer required (for example, freehold, 
subject to any necessary encumbrances), land holding 
agencies must now consider whether there is a basis under 
the subsequent s 40 criteria for that interest to be retained, 
or otherwise offer it back to the original owner.

The Court was careful to say that its decision should not 
be taken as imposing an obligation on the relevant land 
holding agency to “undertake an ongoing review as to 
the existence of potential, less intrusive, alternatives” to 
retaining all the interests in land held for a public work. 
However, the decision arguably has the effect that the 
relevant acquiring authority will in fact now need to assess 
whether such interests are required on an ongoing basis. 
Otherwise, if the relevant acquiring authority waits (as the 
Court suggests) until they are approached by the former 
landowner with a development proposal, that interest in 
land may need to be offered back at historic values. In 
practice, such a review process could be quite onerous.

As a final point, it is unclear what the Court’s decision 
means for leasehold interests. Arguably, the decision could 
mean that leasehold interests may need to be offered back 
(subject to appropriate break clauses to enable works to be 
carried out in the future), thereby giving the former owner 
the benefit of using the land until the relevant public work 
actually needs to be constructed. As noted above, however, 
the Court was careful to emphasise the unique facts of this 
case, such that any subsequent case will similarly turn on its 
own individual facts.

ROYAL FOREST AND BIRD PROTECTION 
SOCIETY OF NEW ZEALAND INC V BAY OF 
PLENTY REGIONAL COUNCIL [2017] NZHC 3080

Introduction and background

Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society Inc (Forest and 
Bird) appealed a decision of the Environment Court which 
dealt with the wording of various provisions in the Bay of 
Plenty Regional Council’s (Council) proposed Regional 
Coastal Plan (Coastal Plan).  

Forest and Bird sought various amendments to the provisions 
of the Coastal Plan relating to the avoidance of adverse 
effects of (amongst other things) regionally significant 
infrastructure on the areas of significant indigenous 
biodiversity, as required by the New Zealand Coastal Policy 
Statement 2010 (NZCPS). In particular, Forest and Bird 
sought to limit the circumstances in which subdivision, use 
and development proposals that will adversely affect these 
values may be considered by the Council. 

The Environment Court decision

Following appeals against the Council’s decisions, the 
Environment Court had been tasked with setting the 
policies and rules in the Coastal Plan. There was no 
disagreement among the parties that the objectives of the 
Coastal Plan gave effect to the NZCPS and were in keeping 
with pt 2 of the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA), 
and so did not need to be separately assessed.  

The question, as cast by the Environment Court, was 
which of the options proposed was the most appropriate 
to give effect to the settled objectives of the Coastal 
Plan. In answering this question, the Court adopted a 
“proportionate response”, by reference to the Supreme 
Court’s decision in Environmental Defence Society Inc v The 
New Zealand King Salmon Co Ltd [2014] NZSC 38, [2014] 
1 NZLR 593 (King Salmon). The Court considered that the 
words “avoid” and “appropriate” are capable of having 
varying meanings depending on the relevant context (in 
terms of both the wording of the plan in question and the 
individual case, application or environment). It concluded 
that, where regionally significant infrastructure is involved, 
a proportionate response could be adopted, having regard 
to the particular activity and all other factors that go to its 
appropriateness.   

The key issue before the High Court was whether, in 
determining the disputed policies and rules in the 
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Coastal Plan, the Environment Court erred in adopting 
this “proportionate approach” to the consideration of 
various provisions contained in the NZCPS, the Bay of 
Plenty Regional Policy Statement and the unchallenged 
objectives of the Coastal Plan.

The High Court decision

The High Court found that the Environment Court did err 
in adopting its “proportionate approach”, and in particular, 
that such an approach was in conflict with the findings 
of the majority of the Supreme Court in King Salmon. In 
reaching this conclusion, the Court held that:

• While accepting that the ratio of King Salmon is relatively 
narrow in its application, the observations of the 
majority of the Supreme Court regarding the meaning 
and operation of the NZCPS are highly persuasive and 
cannot be ignored or glossed over.

• There is no shortcut in plan making. Even when the 
objectives they sit under are settled, rules and methods 
must be checked against the higher order documents 
as required by the RMA. It is incumbent on decision 
makers to check, particularly where the objectives could 
lead to more than one policy framework. This is to avoid 
the story being “lost in the re-telling”.

• Avoid continues to mean avoid. The more restrictive 
regime flowing from King Salmon (where avoid means 
avoid, and tensions need to be resolved rather than 
glossed over in an overall broad judgment) does not 
permit a “proportionate” or contextual approach. 
The Court considered this was an attempt by the 
Environment Court to read down the Supreme Court’s 
clear interpretation of the NZCPS in King Salmon and 
its “avoid” policies. Such an approach would have 
allowed a more permissive planning framework for 
regionally significant infrastructure than what Forest 
and Bird had sought, and what the Court held the 
NZCPS required.  

Overall, the Court rejected the “contextual” or 
“proportionate” approach adopted by the Environment 
Court. Such an approach was considered synonymous 
with the overall broad judgment approach that had been 
expressly rejected by the Supreme Court in King Salmon in 
relation to plan making.

Comment

The High Court’s findings are general in nature and likely to 
be broadly applicable to all plan-making processes. There 
may be significant implications in future plan reviews, which 
will have flow-on implications at the time of consenting / 
re-consenting activities.  

In the current context, it effectively directs that (in order 
to give effect to the NZCPS) plans should not allow (i.e. 
prohibit or, at the very least, make non-complying) the 
location of regionally significant infrastructure in areas 
where it will have adverse effects on significant indigenous 
biodiversity. In other contexts, the Court’s findings would 
be equally applicable to areas of outstanding natural 
character or landscapes, or other areas protected by 
environmental bottom lines in higher order documents. 

The Department of Conservation (DOC) in its Review of 
the effect of the NZCPS 2010 on RMA decision-making 
(June 2017) noted that polarised views (between industry, 
on the one hand, and environmental groups, on the other) 
as to the appropriate interpretation of the NZCPS continue 
to persist in the wake of the King Salmon decision. While 
DOC acknowledged this divergence and the further work 
to be done on implementation, it ultimately found that the 
NZCPS is working as it was intended to. The High Court’s 
decision in this case provides further confirmation that, 
for now at least, the restrictions arising from the Supreme 
Court’s interpretation of the NZCPS in King Salmon are 
here to stay.  

MAN O’WAR FARM LTD V AUCKLAND COUNCIL 
[2017] NZHC 3217

Introduction and background

This case involved appeals on questions of law by Man 
O’War Farms Ltd (MOW) and Federated Farmers of 
New Zealand Inc to the High Court made under the Local 
Government (Auckland Transitional Provisions) Act 2010. 
The appellants appealed against decisions by Auckland 
Council (Council) to adopt the recommendations of the 
Auckland Unitary Plan Independent Hearings Panel (IHP) 
regarding rules applying to farming activities undertaken in 
areas identified as Outstanding Natural Landscapes (ONLs). 
Among other things, these rules provided that any new farm 
buildings, earthworks or forestry exceeding a specific size 
were classified as restricted discretionary activities, on the 
basis that such activities may give rise to adverse effects of 

Continued

inappropriate land use, subdivision or development.  

The appellants’ grounds were directed both at the substance 
of the rules as well as the reasoning employed by the IHP 
in making its recommendations. At the heart of the appeal, 
however, was whether farming activities on rural land that 
had been classified as an ONL may in some circumstances 
give rise to “adverse effects of inappropriate subdivision, 
use or development”. The appellants submitted that if they 
did not, it was irrational and unreasonable for the IHP to 
confer restricted discretionary status upon them. As such, 
they sought orders amending the text and maps of the 
Auckland Unitary Plan – Operative in Part (Unitary Plan) and a 
direction that the Council reconsider the relevant provisions 
of the Unitary Plan in light of the High Court’s findings.

The Council opposed the appeal. It was joined in its 
opposition by the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society 
of New Zealand Inc (Forest and Bird) and the Environmental 
Defence Society Inc.  

Decision

The High Court first considered what is meant by “the 
adverse effects of inappropriate subdivision, use and 
development”, in particular the terms “adverse” and 
“inappropriate”, in the context of their expression in the 
Unitary Plan. Referring to the findings of the Supreme Court 
in Environmental Defence Society Inc v The New Zealand 
King Salmon Co Ltd [2014] NZSC 38, [2014] 1 NZLR 
593 (King Salmon), the Court held that the standard for 
determining what is “inappropriate” subdivision, use and 
development in ONLs must be determined by reference 
to the natural characteristics and qualities that contribute 
to the values of the ONL in question. Similarly, whether an 
activity will give rise to “adverse effects” on a particular 
ONL must be assessed according to its effects on the 
natural characteristics and qualities of that ONL.

The focus, in both instances, is on the natural characteristics 
and qualities of the ONL in question. The Court applied 
the ordinary meaning of the word “natural” to hold 
that whether an activity causes “adverse effects” or is 
“inappropriate subdivision, use [or] development” will 
be determined by its effect on the characteristics and 
qualities that are “existing in or caused by nature”. The 
Court found that is a contextual assessment. The Court 
held that although man-made features such as buildings, 
tracks or fences associated with farming activities may be 

characteristics or qualities of a particular ONL, they are not 
natural characteristics or qualities of that ONL.  

The Court found that some types of activity would be 
inappropriate in all cases, and require prohibited activity 
status. One example given by the Court was landfills, 
which are prohibited in ONLs under the Unitary Plan. Other 
activities, such as the mere continuation of existing farming 
activities, will not ordinarily give rise to adverse effects on 
the natural characteristics and qualities of an ONL. Where 
the Council is satisfied that a particular activity will not give 
rise to adverse effects on an ONL, it can grant permitted 
activity status. One example given was the permitted 
activity status granted to existing farming activities as at 30 
September 2013.

In the present case, in the context of ONLs 78 and 85 in the 
Unitary Plan, the Court considered that the continuation of 
existing farming activities would not ordinarily give rise to 
adverse effects on the ONL, but was satisfied as a matter of 
law that new farming activities may in some instances result 
in adverse effects and / or be described as inappropriate 
subdivision, use or development. On this basis, the 
Court dismissed MOW’s appeal and held that the rules 
recommended by the IHP (and subsequently) adopted 
by the Council requiring resource consent for any new 
buildings, earthworks and forestry in ONLs were entirely 
consistent with the requirement to avoid adverse effects of 
inappropriate subdivision, use and development. In those 
cases, the Court held it may be impossible to make any 
generalisation regarding the effects of an activity on ONLs, 
and determination on a case-by-case basis is required.

A separate ground of appeal alleged that the rules were 
inconsistent with ss 75(3) and 75(4) of the RMA, namely 
the need to give effect to certain higher-order planning 
instruments, and to not be inconsistent with others. The 
focus of this appeal was consistency with the regional 
policy statement (RPS), as contained in the Unitary Plan, 
and the removal between the proposed and final RPS of a 
specific policy that required avoidance of adverse effects. 
The Court dismissed this ground of appeal, holding that 
the relevant RPS provisions required the “protection” of 
ONLs from inappropriate subdivision, use or development; 
and the rules promulgated give effect to those directions. 

Finally, the Court dismissed arguments as to errors of 
process in the IHP’s recommendations. The Court held that 
there was sufficient evidence on which to base the IHP’s 
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recommendations (and, as a consequence, the Council’s 
decisions) on the new farming restrictions. The IHP was also 
entitled to place weight upon evidence that a threshold of 
50m2 for new farm buildings (compared to, say, a threshold of 
200m2) would prevent the establishment of an inappropriate 
permitted baseline for future residential development in 
ONLs. Lastly, the Court held that the final recommendations 
of the IHP in its overview report on farming activities in ONLs 
were not inconsistent with other statements in its reports 
which specifically addressed the changes made.

Comment 
The High Court’s findings provide further clarity as to the 
application of the Supreme Court’s decision in King Salmon 
to plan changes, especially those that involve issues relating 
to outstanding natural character and landscapes under 
ss 6(a) and (b) of the RMA. The decision addresses, in plain 
language, the meaning of various terms that are commonly 
used in plans to control adverse effects on the environment. 
The decision also represents a fine balance between 
recognising the environment that plans are required to 
reflect and protect (i.e. the existing environment), and 
recognising their forward-looking nature and the potential 
impacts they can have on the environment in future (i.e. 
the future environment). The Court’s findings in relation 
to the natural characteristics of an activity add further 
particularity to the Court of Appeal’s findings in previous 
Man O’War litigation that judging inappropriateness, 
or what is adverse, is a contextual assessment. In some 
circumstances, that assessment will vary on a case-by-case 
basis, and so it is appropriate for consent authorities to 
retain some form of discretion or control. The Court was 
also clearly of the view that in other circumstances, those 
same assessments will not vary according to their particular 
context, and decisions can be made to permit or prohibit 
activities accordingly.

The High Court’s decision is also another in a line of cases 
giving a degree of deference to the IHP as to the reasons 
provided for its recommendations, given the somewhat 
Herculean task and timeframe it faced.

NZ BUILDING AND PROJECTS LTD V AUCKLAND 
COUNCIL [2017] NZENVC 175

Introduction and background

NZ Building and Projects Ltd and Ruban Mahabir 
(Applicants) applied to the Environment Court for 

declarations under s 311 of the Resource Management 
Act 1991 (RMA). The declarations related to two dwellings 
at 23 Seddon Avenue, Papatoetoe (Site), which sits within 
the High Aircraft Noise Area (HANA) in the Auckland 
Unitary Plan (Unitary Plan) Aircraft Noise Overlay:

• an existing building at the front of the Site, which the 
Applicants sought to demolish in order to build a new 
dwelling (Front Dwelling); and

• a partially constructed dwelling at the rear of the Site, 
which the Applicants sought to continue building (Rear 
Dwelling).

The Applicants sought declarations that their consent 
application for the Front Dwelling was accepted by Auckland 
Council (Council) before Rule D24.4.3(A29) of the Unitary 
Plan, which prohibits new dwellings in the HANA, became 
operative. As such, the Applicants submitted that that 
the Front Dwelling fell to be processed as a discretionary 
activity under s 87B of the RMA. The Applicants lodged 
their application for consent for the Front Dwelling on 26 
August 2016, after the Council’s decisions on the Unitary 
Plan were released, but approximately three weeks before 
this Rule became operative under s 86F of the RMA.  

This case note focuses on the Court’s analysis of the role and 
status of s 87B of the RMA in determining the activity status 
of applications for resource consent, in the context of the 
Front Dwelling only. Separate issues of plan interpretation 
specific to the Unitary Plan arose in relation to the Rear 
Dwelling, which are not considered further here.

Decision

The Court’s findings on the Front Dwelling turned on the 
interpretation of the relationship between ss 87B and 88A 
of the RMA, in circumstances where a rule prohibiting a 
particular activity becomes operative after a consent 
application is received for that activity, but before that 
application is determined. Section 87B provides that a 
consent application must be treated as a discretionary 
activity in a number of circumstances, including where a rule 
in a proposed plan describes the activity as a prohibited 
activity and the rule has not yet become operative. Under s 
88A, if the status of an activity changes after an application 
for consent for that activity is lodged, the application is to 
be processed as being for the type of activity it was for, or 
was treated as being for under s 87B (i.e. a discretionary 
activity), at the time it was lodged. Also relevant here 

is s 87A(6)(b), which provides that, where an activity is 
prohibited, consent must not be granted for it.

In considering the interplay between the protections 
offered by these two sections, the Court found that the 
reference in s 88A to those applications that are treated as 
discretionary activities under s 87B indicated that Parliament 
intended for these provisions to be read alongside one 
another. The Court held that, if an application for consent 
for a particular activity is made before a proposed rule 
prohibiting that activity is made operative, but decided 
after, s 88A “freezes” the discretionary activity status of 
that application pursuant to s 87B.

In doing so, the Court acknowledged the limitation that s 
86F places on the “freezing” of activity status under s 88A 
where a proposed rule has become operative. Section 86F 
provides that a rule in a proposed plan must be treated 
as operative (and any previous rule as inoperative) if the 
time for making submissions or lodging appeals on that 
rule has expired, and all submissions in opposition to the 
rule have been dealt with. The relationship between ss 86F 
and 88A was considered in detail by another division of the 
Environment Court in Infinity Investment Group Holdings 
Ltd v Canterbury Regional Council [2017] NZEnvC 35, 
[2017] NZRMA 479. In Infinity, the Environment Court held 
that where a proposed rule has become operative between 
lodgement of a consent application and the determination 
of that application by a consent authority, s 86F operates 
to make the former rule inoperative and the proposed 
rule operative, such that s 88A no longer “freezes” the 
relevant activity status. However, the Court in this case 
distinguished Infinity and other related case law concerning 
the interaction between ss 86F and 88A, on the basis that 
the discretionary activity status conferred under s 87B 
must prevail over any district plan rules (whether operative 
or proposed), as that status is provided for by statute. In 
Infinity, the activity status changed from non-complying to 
discretionary. However, both of those activity statuses were 
provided for by different plans, and not the RMA itself (as 
in this case). In reaching this conclusion, the Court relied on 
the longstanding principle of statutory interpretation that 
subordinate legislation (here, the Unitary Plan) must give 
way to provisions of an enabling Act, unless the enabling 
Act (here, the RMA) expressly provides for that subordinate 
rule to supersede. In doing so, the Court added a gloss 
to s 87A(6)(b), the subsection which ordinarily precludes 
the ability to grant consent for prohibited activities, to 

read: “If an activity is described in this Act … or a plan 
[whichever prevails] as a prohibited activity … the consent 
authority must not grant a consent for it.”

The Court also noted the practical difficulties that would 
arise if s 87B did not preserve the discretionary status of 
an application after a proposed prohibited activity rule 
became operative. The Court was wary of an interpretation 
that would see an application for a discretionary activity 
under s 87B become prohibited as a result of a proposed 
rule becoming operative, after a consent authority has 
determined the application but before any appeal to 
the Environment Court has been finally determined. 
In contemplating the appropriate approach to such 
circumstances, the Court emphasised that the discretionary 
activity status of the application must be preserved to 
avoid the retrospective removal of the Court’s jurisdiction 
to determine the appeal, which in turn could deprive 
applicants of their rights of appeal under the RMA.  

Comment

In reaching its decision, the Court recognised the 
importance of ensuring the objectives of a proposed plan 
are not undermined by the “freezing” of activity status, 
and the clear policy direction under the Aircraft Noise 
Overlay that the establishment of residential dwellings is 
to be avoided in the HANA. The Court rightly noted that 
the preservation of discretionary activity status for the 
Front Dwelling gave no guarantee that consent would be 
granted, and that the objectives and policies of the Aircraft 
Noise Overlay would be given due consideration by the 
consent authority in deciding the application.  

In our view, the decision strikes an appropriate and 
considered balance between the recognition of the 
respective roles of ss 86F, 87B and 88A in determining 
the activity status of consent applications, and the need 
to ensure consistency and coherency in the application of 
key provisions of the RMA. While the Court acknowledged 
that “it is at least odd drafting to have two shield provisions 
in the RMA when one would surely suffice”, it considered 
that any untidiness in drafting was simply the result of the 
piecemeal taken approach to RMA reform in recent years, 
rather than an intention to have those provisions operating 
inconsistently in the same circumstances.

DISCLAIMER: Russell McVeagh acted for Auckland Airport, 
as a s 274 party, in these proceedings.
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